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Smart contracts have come a long way in a short time. They will help to realize the many possibilities of distributed ledger technology (DLT). Certainty of outcome, automation of performance, and efficiencies in the streamlining of processes are reasons enough for smart contracts to be fundamental to the uptake of DLT. Their potential is now being actively considered and developed in sectors as diverse as Financial Services, Life Sciences and Healthcare, Technology and Telecoms, Transport, Energy, Infrastructure, Mining and Commodities. In Financial Services, for example, no one will be surprised to see smart contracts being used in areas such as securities clearing and settlement, collateral management, derivatives contracts, securities asset servicing, international money transfers, and perhaps even syndicated lending.

For many sectors it is the ability of smart contracts to be transformative in relation to existing business processes that is compelling. For others it is the potential of smart contracts to reduce execution risk (by making transfer of the relevant asset or instrument in question near to inevitable by virtue of automatic performance). As Chapter 3 of this white paper discusses, that may only achieve factual (that is, de facto) transfer. It may still be necessary, therefore, to apply established legal concepts and principles in order to determine whether transfer has been achieved at law (de jure).

Whether that is the case may turn in part on whether a smart contract has legally binding contractual effect in the first place. That is why this white paper, produced by the Smart Contracts Alliance, is so important. It will help those working in the smart contracts and DLT arena to “speak the same language” as their legal counsel when discussion turns to the legal effect of a smart contract: When can it be a legally binding contract? Does its electronic nature deprive it of contractual effect? Is it a security? Can it transfer assets or perfect a transfer of title to them? These are questions of fundamental importance, and will affect the extent to which smart contracts will be deployed beyond a role confined to self-executing, automating code.

Discussion within the smart contracts and DLT industry has come a long way from the time when smart contracts were often assumed to be contractual in effect - they are called contracts, after all, so why wouldn’t they have contractual effect? We know now that sometimes they may have contractual effect, and sometimes they will not. Importantly, this white paper makes clear that the difference between one and the other is not a strictly binary divide: a smart contract may affect legal relations (including contractual relations) between parties, even if the particular smart contract is not itself contractual, and a smart contract may also give rise to liabilities beyond breach of contract.

Legal clarity in relation to smart contracts is important because of other unrelated technology developments too. This white paper explains that, under legislation of some jurisdictions, smart contracts are likely to be regarded as “electronic agents,” with enabling consequences in terms of legal or contractual effect. Where
might we see the deployment of electronic agents? Artificial Intelligence (AI) is, at the moment, probably the most talked about developing technology. Put AI machine learning in combination with electronic agents such as smart contracts and you have functionality that can autonomously decide and then automatically perform, without the need for human intervention. Realizing business efficiencies, transforming business processes, enabling peer-to-peer interactions, and de-risking aspects of established commercial transactions — the potential of smart contracts is enormous.
In July 2016, the Chamber of Digital Commerce (the “Chamber”) launched the Smart Contracts Alliance (the “SCA”) to promote the acceptance and use of smart contract technologies to enhance the way business is conducted across industries. The SCA brings together thought leaders and innovators from across technology, legal, and financial services industries to help educate, collaborate, and shape policy for smart contracts moving forward. This effort allows the Chamber and the SCA to pool the collective knowledge of industry participants and form a broad-based understanding of the nature of smart contracts, their potential application, and how smart contracts fit into existing legal regimes. This SCA white paper (the “white paper”) seeks to share the insights gained from the SCA’s efforts and, in particular, from the work of the white paper’s authors.

Although the term “smart contract” immediately pushes lawyers to questions of contract law, the reality is that smart contracts may be neither particularly smart, nor automatically intended to be used as a contract, in the legal sense of the word. In the SCA’s view, a smart contract (in the context of blockchain technology) can be defined as follows:

SMART CONTRACT

Computer code that, upon the occurrence of a specified condition or conditions, is capable of running automatically according to prespecified functions. The code can be stored and processed on a distributed ledger and would write any resulting change into the distributed ledger.

Critical to this definition is the recognition that a smart contract is not necessarily a legal contract. Instead, a smart contract is essentially an advanced form of a conditional “if-then” statement written in computer code.

This white paper is organized into three chapters. The body of the white paper is comprised of the following chapters: (1) Formation, Modification, and Enforcement of Smart Legal Contracts; (2) Smart Contracts and Electronic Signatures and Records; (3) U.C.C. and State Law Issues in Smart Contracts.

1 The SCA recognizes that the term “smart contract” generally need not utilize a blockchain. Indeed, the original illustration of a smart contract, given by computer scientist Nick Szabo, was simply a vending machine that dispenses goods upon payment of a specified sum. However, for the purposes of this whitepaper, we use the term in the context of distributed ledger technology.
The first chapter addresses the formation and enforcement of legal contracts using smart contracts, and it considers the various complications that may arise in the context of blockchains (e.g., identification of parties, modification of terms, choice of law, enforcement, liability, etc.). The chapter considers law in both the United States and in Spain, which uses civil law, offering insight into how jurisdictional issues may impact digital platforms that span the globe.

The second chapter addresses legal contracts that are implemented in whole or in part on a blockchain, and whether or not their use of a blockchain renders them enforceable under existing law. The chapter concludes that the Uniform Electronic Signatures Act (“UETA”) and Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act (“ESIGN”) already recognize, enable, and validate the use of electronic signatures and electronic records when using a blockchain.2

The third chapter addresses smart contracts in the context of Article 9 of the Uniform Commercial Code (“U.C.C.”). Specifically, this chapter explores issues surrounding the perfection of a security interest on the blockchain. This issue is hugely significant if parties to a contract wish to incorporate blockchain-based assets directly into their smart legal contracts.

It also includes a lexicon of blockchain-related terms. The lexicon—a key component of the white paper—provides a common point of understanding in a developing ecosystem that lacks a standard set of definitions. This definitional issue is critically important, as the meaning of a certain term in common use may vary depending on context and the profession of the person using the term—e.g., “smart contract,” as discussed above. The definitions in the lexicon serve principally to offer a common basis for understanding the analysis in this white paper. For that reason, the definitions reasonably may be applied elsewhere, as they were formulated with broad input from industry participants and following a review of definitions used in other writings.

The Chamber presents this white paper as a resource to industry, government, and the public. The SCA will continue to expand its knowledge on issues relating to smart contracts and promote smart contracts through its education and advocacy efforts.

---

2 The timing of this white paper is critical for the development and adoption of smart contracts moving forward. In the opening months of 2018, a number of states introduced blockchain-related legislation. Many of these proposed laws seek to recognize legal agreements or terms that are implemented, formed, or executed on blockchains and, in so doing, offer definitions of “smart contract.” These laws, while well-intentioned, in many cases are redundant to existing law, are inconsistently drafted, face potential federal pre-emption challenges, and have the potential of harming the adoption of smart contracts. The Chamber has previously issued public statements addressing this concern.
**Smart contract:** Computer code that, upon the occurrence of a specified condition or conditions, is capable of running automatically according to pre-specified functions. The code can be stored and processed on a distributed ledger and would write any resulting change into the distributed ledger.

**Smart legal contract:** A smart contract that articulates and is capable of self-executing, on a legally-enforceable basis, the terms of an agreement between two or more parties.

**Distributed ledger:** Computer software that employs a shared database architecture to maintain multiple, identical copies of an auditable, up-to-date distributed digital record of transactions or data.

**Blockchain:** A specific type of distributed ledger technology that organizes data into blocks that are “chained” together chronologically by a cryptographic hash function and confirmed by a consensus mechanism.

**Public blockchain:** A blockchain that allows anyone with the appropriate computing capability to submit messages for processing, be involved in the process of reaching consensus, or otherwise participate in the network. The Bitcoin blockchain is an example of a public blockchain.

**Private blockchain:** A blockchain whose participants are pre-selected or subject to gated entry based on satisfaction of certain requirements or on approval by an administrator.

**Blockchain-based asset:** An asset that consists solely of a digital token on a blockchain.
**Tokenized asset**: An asset that consists of intangible or tangible property apart from a blockchain, such as real or chattel property or a legal interest in some asset, but which is represented by a token on a blockchain.

**Virtual currency**: A medium of exchange that operates like a currency in some environments, but that does not have all the attributes of fiat currency, in particular that does not have legal tender status in any jurisdiction.

**Virtual currency wallet**: A software application or other digital mechanism for holding, storing, and transferring a virtual currency.

**Public/private key signature**: A method of ensuring data integrity and origin authenticity that uses a party’s private key to sign and its corresponding public key to verify the validity of its signature.
This chapter examines: 1) whether smart contracts can give rise to legally binding contracts; 2) a number of different models for smart contracts, when they might be appropriately used, and what factors might limit use (such as the need to amend or suspend performance); 3) the governing law applicable to smart contracts; 4) enforceability of smart contracts, limits to remedies available in court with respect to smart contracts, and alternative “self-help” mechanisms; and 5) finally, beyond issues of contractual liability, other non-contractual liabilities with respect to smart contracts. The answers vary depending on the model of the smart contract deployed and the law of the relevant jurisdiction.

This chapter considers these questions from the standpoint of two different systems of law—United States common law and Spanish civil law—to demonstrate where there are likely to be common principles between disparate legal systems and where the answers are likely to diverge.

I. CAN A SMART CONTRACT SATISFY THE ELEMENTS OF A CONTRACT?

To determine whether a smart contract can give rise to a legally enforceable contract, one must consider whether each of the elements necessary for a legally binding contract is met. Part 1 examines the elements of a legally binding contract under both U.S. and Spanish law.

3 The author is thankful to Gonzalo Sánchez del Cura (Linklaters), Ricardo de Ángel Yágüez (Professor Emeritus at U. Deusto), Jenny Cieplak (Crowell & Moring), and Mark Radcliffe (DLA Piper) for their comments to this chapter. Thanks are also due Ronald Smith, Allison Gold, Jay Greathouse, Daniel Jackson, and Julia Massa (all from Norton Rose Fulbright US LLP) for their contributions to this chapter, particularly the sections regarding U.S. law.

4 Computer scientists may be unaware of the legal consequences to the rights and duties of the parties that smart contracts produce. For instance, the Ethereum white paper states that its smart contracts “should not be seen as something that should be ‘fulfilled’ or ‘complied with’; rather they are like ‘autonomous agents’ that live inside of the Ethereum execution environment.” Vitalik Buterin, A Next-Generation Smart Contract and Decentralized Application Platform, Github, (last visited May 24, 2018). However, as some authors note, even smart contracts in public blockchains may alter the future rights and obligations of the parties involved. See Kevin Werbach & Nicolas Cornell, Contracts Ex Machina, 67 Duke L.J. 313, 328-34 (2017).

5 id. at 353 (“Smart contracts could illuminate foundational issues in the theory of contracts.”).
ELEMENTS OF A SMART CONTRACT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>UNITED STATES</th>
<th>SPAIN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>OFFER</strong></td>
<td><strong>CONSENT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONSENT</strong></td>
<td><strong>OBJECT</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CONSIDERATION</strong></td>
<td><strong>CAUSE</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“To create a legally enforceable contract under U.S. law, two or more parties must demonstrate that an offer was made and accepted through a meeting of the minds, and accompanied by an exchange of consideration.”

“Spanish Civil Code states that a contract ‘exists when one or several persons agree to commit, mutually or reciprocally, to give something or do some service.’”

A. CAN A SMART CONTRACT SATISFY THE ELEMENTS OF A CONTRACT UNDER U.S. LAW?

To create a legally enforceable contract under U.S. law, two or more parties must generally demonstrate that an offer was made and accepted through a “meeting of the minds” and accompanied by an exchange of consideration. How such elements are satisfied varies according to the common law of each U.S. state. The sections immediately below consider whether a smart contract might satisfy each element and, by so doing, constitute a legally binding contract under U.S. law.⁶

1. OFFER

Generally speaking, under U.S. law “[a]n offer is an expression by one party of his assent to certain definite terms, provided that the other party involved in the bargaining transaction will likewise express his assent to the identically same terms.”⁷

In many cases, smart contract code deployed on a distributed ledger would likely constitute an offer if other participants on the ledger are entitled to interact with and execute on the code. By way of example, in the well-established context of algorithmic trading, parties use computerized algorithms as “negotiators” before a contract is formed, allowing the parties to choose the order terms to offer to the market.⁸ Counterparties, which may also be algorithmic traders, choose which terms they wish to accept. Further, in some distributed ledger systems, a party can send the terms of a proposed smart contract to another party, constituting an offer solely to the receiving party.

---

⁶ The Restatement (Second) of Contracts defines a contract under U.S. law as “a promise or a set of promises for the breach of which the law gives a remedy, or the performance of which the law in some way recognizes as a duty.” Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 1 (Am. Law. Inst. 1981).


2. ACCEPTANCE

The second element of a legally enforceable contract under U.S. common law is acceptance of the offer by the counterparty.\(^9\) Acceptance can be made either by formal acceptance (i.e., by signature, making a return promise) or, under the right circumstances, by beginning or completing performance pursuant to terms of the offer.\(^10\) In either case, acceptance requires both an agreement by the counterparty to the substantive terms of the contract and action by the counterparty to accept within the time period and by the procedure required by the offer.\(^11\) Acceptance under U.S. law involves a “meeting of the minds.” In other words, the parties need to have agreed to the same basic terms of the contract.\(^12\)

In the case of a smart contract, the offeree (or, in the case of a smart contract simply posted on a public ledger, any participant in the ledger) may indicate acceptance through signing the transaction with a private key. Deploying a smart contract to a distributed ledger and signing the smart contract with a private key should constitute a valid offer and acceptance under applicable U.S. law if done correctly, as discussed in Chapter 2 below. Alternatively, parties may use computerized algorithms (or, conceivably, true AI, at some point in the future) to negotiate the terms of a smart contract. The algorithmic functioning or “decision-making” employed in such cases may, however, be complex, posing challenges to both courts and the parties themselves in the event of a contract dispute.\(^13\)

Some commentators believe that parties to a smart contract can have a “meeting of the minds” under U.S. law when at least one side of the contracting process is consummated without human participation or intervention. This view is based on agency law principles and specific provisions in the federal Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act (“ESIGN Act”) and the state Uniform Electronic Transactions Act of 1999 (“UETA”). Where contracts are entered into by an electronic agent (i.e., software that has been programmed to act for and bind a principal), both the ESIGN Act and UETA attribute the computer’s actions to the person or legal entity being bound.\(^14\) The complexity of the electronic “minds” representing the parties is not explicitly a factor in these provisions.

3. CONSIDERATION

To be a legally binding contract under U.S. common law, the exchanged promises must be “bargained for.” This means that each party must give some form of consideration to the other – a type of value must be exchanged.\(^15\) Value can be given now or in the future and a promise to perform in the future constitutes valid consideration.

---

9 Id. at 417.
10 Restatement (Second) of Contracts, supra note 6 at § 32 (“In case of doubt an offer is interpreted as inviting the offeree to accept either by promising to perform what the offer requests or by rendering the performance, as the offeree chooses.”).
11 See, e.g., U.C.C. § 2-206(1)(b) (“Unless otherwise unambiguously indicated by the language or circumstances (a) an offer to make a contract shall be construed as inviting acceptance in any manner and by any medium reasonable in the circumstances.”).
12 Restatement (Second) of Contracts, supra note 6 at § 20.
13 See Schoiz, supra note 8.
15 Notably, the exchanged value need not be the exchange of equivalent value. See 1 J. Story, Commentaries on Equity Jurisprudence as Administered in England and America 337 (14th ed., 1918).
**4. ANALYSIS OF SMART CONTRACTS UNDER THE THREE KEY ELEMENTS OF U.S. CONTRACT LAW**

Although an initial question may simply be whether computer code is an adequate method for conveying the terms of an agreement, commentators agree that “mutual assent can take many forms, so long as it clearly implies agreement.” The more apt question, then, is whether smart contracts can meet the elements required of a legally enforceable agreement in the United States.

Smart contract code deployed on a distributed ledger can constitute an offer if any participant on the ledger is entitled to execute on the smart contract. In some distributed ledger systems, a party can send a smart contract to another party, constituting an offer solely to that other party. The offeree (or, in the case of a smart contract posted on a public ledger, any participant in the ledger) indicates acceptance through signing the transaction with the participants’ private key. Deploying a smart contract to a distributed ledger, and signing a smart contract with a private key, constitutes valid offer and acceptance under applicable U.S. statutes, as discussed in Chapter 2 of this paper.

The use of smart contracts may raise questions about whether the contracting parties have had a “meeting of the minds,” when at least one side of the contracting process is consummated without human participation or intervention. However, some authors have responded favorably to these questions based on agency law principles and specific provisions in the ESIGN Act and the UETA. Where contracts are entered into by an electronic agent (i.e., software that has been programmed to act for and bind a principal), both the ESIGN Act and UETA attribute the computer’s actions to the person or legal entity being bound.

Parties to a smart legal contract should also be able to show consideration. Consideration can come in two forms—an exchange of value or performance at the outset of the contract, or a promise to perform or pay something of value in the future. Whether consideration exists is not a problem exclusive to smart contracts. For example, the conditional statement that “if it rains on Tuesday, Alice will give Bob $10” is not a contract unless Bob reciprocates consideration to Alice. The contract, whether a smart contract, smart legal contract, or otherwise, would need to reference some form of consideration.

Lack of consideration is not an issue that is inherent in smart contracts, however, because automated performance by both parties on the blockchain is not always possible. Even for smart contracts such as the smart contracts employed by the now-defunct Decentralized Autonomous Organization (“DAO”), the parties who were responsible for curating the DAO investments needed to take actions offline to enter into investments for their fund and convert any gains...
into ether for distribution to the DAO participants. Nevertheless, this does not render the smart contract unenforceable since the promises made by the DAO curators would have (most likely) constituted sufficient consideration for a contract to exist.

The elements of contract formation in U.S. contract law can be satisfied by what is referred to as a “unilateral contract.” In a unilateral contract, one party makes an offer, and the other party accepts it through its performance rather than through simply indicating consent.19 Under certain circumstances, a smart contract might be construed as a unilateral contract offer.20 For example, the act of depositing digital tokens into the DAO smart contract constituted acceptance of the related offer.

If each of the above elements—offer, acceptance, and consideration—is satisfied, a smart contract should be legally binding under U.S. law. However, the same result will not necessarily occur in other sovereign jurisdictions. Smart contract deployment will cross borders in many cases, requiring a separate analysis of contract law in each relevant jurisdiction. The following section examines the basic elements of contract law through the civil law lens of Spain, providing a useful point of comparison with the U.S. principles just discussed.

B. CAN A SMART CONTRACT SATISFY THE ELEMENTS OF A CONTRACT UNDER SPAIN’S CIVIL LAW?

Spain’s Civil Code (the “Civil Code” or “C.c.”)21 states that “a contract exists when one or several persons agree to commit, mutually or reciprocally, to give something or do some service.”22 Certain elements must be satisfied for a smart contract to be legally binding under Spanish law: 1) consent through an offer and acceptance (similar to the “meeting of the minds” under U.S. law) by a person or entity with legal capacity to conclude the contract; 2) object of the obligation, which must be determined or determinable; and 3) cause of the obligation (similar to “consideration” under U.S. law).23

---

20 Werbach & Cornell, supra note 5, at 340-42.
22 Art. 1254 C.c. See also Luis Díez-Picazo and Antonio Gullón, 2 Sistema de Derecho Civil, 29-40 (Tecnos ed., 1976). The parties cannot agree on something prohibited or contrary to the law (Art. 1255 C.c.). The contract is the law between the parties or lex privata (Art. 1257 C.c.).
1. CONSENT

Valid consent means that the parties to the agreement (natural persons or legal entities) have legal capacity to enter into a contractual relationship. The Civil Code assumes legal capacity in all adults, unless a court declares them to be incapacitated by law.24 For instance, there is no consent in the case of a minor or if entering into the contract was induced by mistake or by violence.25

A key issue in the case of consent under Spanish law is the question of the identity of the parties. Only natural or legal persons can be parties to a contract under Spanish law.26 Thus, if the contracting parties cannot be identified, there is no valid declaration of consent, which is required for a contractual relationship to arise.27 However, under Spanish law, a party may act pseudonymously but be identifiable when represented by an agent or proxy. The mandate can be express or verbal, but if verbal, the contracting party must ratify the agreement later.28

Private blockchains, unlike public blockchains, probably fulfill the identification requirement needed for valid consent through the procedures that permit access to the platform. On the other hand, many smart contracts in public blockchains do not require identification of the participant. A participant may participate pseudonymously. Although this raises the problem of establishing valid consent, the problem could be addressed by the design of the blockchain (or its governance), which could provide for identification requirements. Similarly, the identity of a participant could be confirmed off-chain or be an integral part of the smart contract itself.

Consent based on performance, which is characteristic of some smart contracts, is a valid form of acceptance under Spain’s civil law.29 Initiating actions to execute an agreement shows that a party accepts its terms. For instance, ceding control of a private encryption key over a specified amount of digital tokens constitutes valid acceptance of an offer.30

Under Spanish law, valid consent to the precise terms of the offer is necessary. Acceptance must not be partial (or constitute a “counter-offer”) but, rather, must refer to all the terms of the offer. The offer also must not have expired at the time consent is given.31

24 Under certain circumstances, including temporary prohibitions, people cannot engage in particular contracts. For instance, the prohibitions of the official receivers to purchase any goods subject to a bankruptcy in art. 151 of the bankruptcy law (Ley 22/2003, de 9 de julio, Concursal).
25 Article 1263 C.C. "The following persons cannot give their consent: Non-emancipated minors. Incapacitated persons.
26 Similar to French law: “In a smart contract context, the main issue is not the legal capacity of the parties, but their identity. Blockchain transactions can be pseudonymous (as the use of a single public key only authenticates each participant to a blockchain without necessarily providing or checking their identity). Trusted third party services are not required to participate in a blockchain transaction.” See Norton Rose Fulbright, Can Smart Contracts Be Legally Binding Contracts, 41 (Nov. 2016), http://www.nortonrosefulbright.com/knowledge/publications/144559/can-smart-contracts-be-legally-binding-contracts.
27 Díez-Picazo & Gullón, supra note 17 at 137. Art 1261 C.c.: “There is no contract unless the following requirements are present: Consent of the contracting parties. A certain object which is the subject matter of the agreement. Cause of the obligation established”.
28 Article 1710 C.c.: “The mandate may be express or implied. An express mandate may be executed pursuant to a public or private instrument, and even verbally. Acceptance may also be express or implied, as deduced from the acts of the attorney.” See also Art. 1280 C.c.
30 Werbach & Cornell, supra note 4 at 53.
31 Díez-Picazo & Gullón, supra note 17 at 75.
How might such requirements apply in the case of a smart contract? A smart contract can specify the timeframe required for acceptance, otherwise it may be assumed to be open for acceptance indefinitely. Moreover, because content placed on a blockchain is immutable (at least as the technology stands at the moment), it is not currently possible to alter the terms of an offer once it has been placed on a blockchain. Accordingly, the contract is executed when the offeree accepts the terms set in the code by performing certain actions. The parties would need to negotiate off-chain or encode a new smart contract in order to change the terms or the outcome of an existing smart contract (see Part 3 infra).

2. OBJECT

The Civil Code provides that the object, which is the subject matter of each party’s obligation, needs to be: 1) determined or determinable at the time the contract is concluded; 2) lawful; and 3) certain.

Space does not permit an analysis of all these requirements in relation to smart contracts. Probably the most salient requirement is that the object of a smart contract needs to be “certain.” Some or all of the terms of a proposed agreement in natural language could be translated into code or coded in scripting language directly. In particular, using computer code could be advantageous when drafting certain operational clauses (for example, payment clauses) in legal agreements. Computer code is more limited than natural language, but it provides less room for ambiguity, so arguably “while computer code is subject to the same human error that written language is, it is much less subject to uncertainty.” Code-scripting language is a valid mechanism under Spanish law for defining the parties’ rights and obligations, if such is the parties’ intention.

3. CAUSE

The “cause” in Spanish civil law is a similar concept to “consideration” in U.S. law. The cause defines the actions of the parties and the reasons why they concluded an agreement. Under Spanish law, the cause is an essential element of a contract. In a bilateral contract (i.e., a contract under which both parties promise to perform an act in exchange for the other party’s act), the cause of an obligation is linked to the other party’s performance of its obligation. For example, payment might be linked to delivery.

4. ANALYSIS OF SMART CONTRACTS UNDER THE THREE KEY ELEMENTS OF SPAIN’S CONTRACT LAW

A smart legal contract can regulate the legal relationship between the parties when it integrates all the elements of a contract (consent, cause, and object). Specifically, the principle pacta

---

32 See Articles 1261 C.c. and 1271 C.c. Goods or services that are not out of commerce and not contrary to law or morality can be the object of contracts.

33 Raskin, supra note 24 at 324.

34 Art.1275 C.c. “Contracts without cause or with unlawful cause shall have no effect whatsoever. The cause is unlawful when it is against the law or good morals.” See also Supreme Court decisions of 8 July 1977, 1 April 1982, 30 December 1985.
sunt servanda (“pacts must be obeyed”) summarizes in civil laws the effects of an agreement between the parties (lex privata). This is similar to contract law as a voluntary liability in common law doctrine in that contracts produce effects between the parties that create them.\textsuperscript{35} The Civil Code specifically provides that “contracts are law between the parties to an agreement.”\textsuperscript{36}

The design of the blockchain and corresponding identification requirements have important consequences. Similar to the French Civil Code, parties to an agreement must be identifiable to provide a valid consent, which is an essential element of a contract.\textsuperscript{37} Transactions on public blockchains may be highly decentralized due to the potentially unlimited number of participants and high number of parties verifying and processing the transactions, and digital identity does not necessarily correspond to a real identity (i.e., identity documents issued by an official or governmental source).\textsuperscript{38} However, the pseudo-anonymity feature in public blockchains can be changed by the design of the blockchain and replaced with identification requirements.\textsuperscript{39} Self-regulatory frameworks may decide that the identities of participants in transactions on public or private blockchains (which are typically verified by a central party) could be verified off-chain.

The general rule is that the parties are free to choose the form for the acceptance of an offer. Smart legal contracts use software language applications on the blockchain rather than legal forms. Consent can be based on performance in the Civil Code (i.e., transfer of cryptographic keys).\textsuperscript{40} A smart legal contract may contain the terms of the agreement in natural language, which is translated into code or coded in scripting language directly. The code-scripting language is a valid mechanism under Spanish law to define the parties’ rights and obligations if such is the parties’ intention.

THE ELEMENTS OF A CONTRACT UNDER SPANISH LAW ARE SIMILAR TO THE ELEMENTS OF A CONTRACT UNDER U.S. LAW, THOUGH THE TERMINOLOGY IS DISTINCT.

In sum, a smart contract can also give rise to a legally binding contract under Spanish civil law. The elements of a contract under Spanish law are similar to the elements of a contract under

\textsuperscript{35} Art. 1258 C.c. See also Werbach & Cornell, supra note 5 at 36-9.
\textsuperscript{36} Art. 1091 C.c. and Article 1,278 C.c. “Contracts shall be binding, whatever the form under which they have been entered into, provided that they meet the essential conditions for their validity.”
\textsuperscript{37} See Norton Rose Fulbright, supra note 33 at 40-41.
\textsuperscript{38} High participation is what provides the benefit of trust based on maximum decentralization. In public blockchains, anyone can perform or verify transactions once they install the correct software. Trust is built by replacing intermediaries with user-driven consensus. See Sklaroff, supra note 19 at 277.
\textsuperscript{39} Several self-regulatory initiatives explore frameworks where participants are validated off-chain by a third party providing KYC/AML and investor accreditation due diligence to the participants in the network. See Maria A. Vidal, LegalBlock Activity 2: Transaction Permissionless Layer. A Framework for Self-Regulation, Medium (Apr. 22, 2018), https://medium.com/legal-block/legalblock-activity-2-ec5f86ee95e5.
\textsuperscript{40} Werbach & Cornell, supra note 5 at 53.
U.S. law, though the terminology is distinct. Smart contract code is a valid mechanism to define the parties’ contractual rights and obligations, should they choose to use it to do so.\textsuperscript{41} The parties may act pseudonymously, but there must be a link (including off-chain) to their real identity to provide for valid consent, which is a crucial element of a contract under Spanish law.\textsuperscript{42}

It is apparent from the foregoing that a smart contract could satisfy the requirements necessary for a legally binding contract to form under both U.S. law and under Spanish civil law. Whether that is so in a given case will depend on the parties’ intentions, and the facts and the circumstances surrounding the particular smart contract deployed.

C. OTHER LAWS APPLICABLE TO SMART CONTRACTS

In addition to general laws that apply to determine whether a legally binding contract is formed as a matter of contract law, other more particular laws may apply to determine the issue in particular types of smart contract deployments, industries, or use cases. Space does not permit a detailed consideration of these (which will vary by jurisdiction), but examples include:

» “Business to customer” or “B2C” contracts under the European Union’s consumer protection laws.\textsuperscript{43}

» Under Spanish law, a consumer who has entered into an agreement that has been drafted by a commercial entity has the right to obtain the terms and conditions of a contract on paper at any time (failure to comply may nullify the contract that would otherwise have formed).\textsuperscript{44}

» In the United States, the Statute of Frauds (a requirement deriving from English common law that certain types of contracts must be formalized in writing) may dictate whether particular smart contracts terms must be memorialized as opposed to strictly self-executing. For example, contracts that cannot be performed within one year are typically subject to the Statute of Frauds.

\textsuperscript{41} Art. 1091 C.c. and Article 1,278 C.c. “Contracts shall be binding, whatever the form under which they have been entered into, provided that they meet the essential conditions for their validity.”

\textsuperscript{42} Art 1261 C.c. Several self-regulatory initiatives explore frameworks where participants are validated off-chain by a third party and investor accreditation due diligence to the participants in the network.

\textsuperscript{43} This paper does not address the E.U. General Data Protection Regulation (“GDPR”), which is an issue of some discussion in blockchain circles.


1. the supplier shall inform consumer all conditions contract, as well as the information referred to in the preceding articles 7 and 8, on paper or another durable medium accessible to the consumer, in advance of the possible conclusion of the contract to distance or the acceptance of an offer and, in any case, until the consumer assumes obligations under any contract to distance or offer.

2. without prejudice to the fulfilment of the requirements of incorporation of the General contractual conditions, the supplier shall comply with the obligations laid down in paragraph 1, immediately after the conclusion of the contract when it was held at the request of the consumer using a technique of communication at a distance that does not allow transmit contractual terms and conditions and the information required pursuant to the provisions of said paragraph 1.

3. at any time the contractual relationship, consumer shall have the right, if you request, to obtain contractual terms and conditions on paper. In addition, the consumer shall have the right to change technique or techniques of distance communication used, unless it is incompatible with the contract concluded or the nature of the financial service provided.

4. the failure to comply with requirements relating to previous information arising from contracts, as well as relating to the communication of such prior information, is set out in Chapter II, in articles 7, 8 and 9 of this Act, may give rise to the nullity of contracts, in accordance with Spanish legislation.”
Along the same lines, some types of contracts must comply with certain formalities in certain jurisdictions (such as requiring a notarial deed and registration or a medallion guarantee) for the contract to have effect vis-à-vis third parties. In Spain, for example, this includes the transfer of real estate titles, mortgages, and marriage documents. Where registration formalities are required by Spanish law, a smart contract that might otherwise have legally binding effect between the parties would likely not be sufficient to transfer ownership in real property.

These examples underscore the need for advice regarding local law on any proposed smart contract to ensure that the deployment and smart contract model chosen meet local law requirements.

II. THE DIVIDING LINE: WHEN DO SMART CONTRACTS CONSTITUTE LEGALLY BINDING CONTRACTS?

Part 2 seeks to set out some common principles for smart contract developers to use in assessing whether their proposed smart contract model will give rise to legally binding contracts under the applicable legal system(s), if such is their intention.

A smart contract is simply computer code that, upon the occurrence of a specified condition or conditions, is capable of running automatically according to pre-specified functions. It is not synonymous with a legally binding contract. Smart contracts can be (and are being) used in applications that have very little to do with acting as a legally binding contract (e.g., supply chain management, self-sovereign identity, and provenance tracking). This does not mean that smart contracts can never constitute or form part of a legally binding contract. The discussion in Part 1 demonstrates that, under certain circumstances and if so decided by the parties, smart contracts can fulfill the elements of a legally binding contract under common law and civil law systems, such as the United States and Spain.

Moreover, legislation in some jurisdictions can help to support that outcome. For example:

- U.S. legislation such as the ESIGN Act and UETA, discussed in Chapter 2, may impact the analysis of whether any automated contract, including a smart contract, constitutes a legally binding contract.46

- Various U.S. state legislatures (e.g., Arizona and Tennessee) have enacted or are planning to enact specific legislation attempting to authorize the use of smart contracts in electronic records and signatures, so that they are fully enforceable by a court of law.47

- Wyoming recently enacted a series of laws promoting the use of blockchain technology.48 The legislation established a Blockchain Taskforce to further facilitate regulatory oversight of blockchain ventures within the state.

45 Art. 1280 C.c. This list is not exhaustive (mortgages, marriage, wills, long term leasing agreements).
46 Chapter 2, Part 3 infra.
The analysis set out in Part 1 of U.S. and Spanish law supports the following general observations:

» The use of smart contracts or any automated contracts to support legally binding contracts does not in and of itself require enacting legislation, and it is supported by Spain’s civil code and specific e-commerce legislation.49

» Subject to the bullet point immediately following below, the form in which a smart contract is expressed is not typically determinative of whether it gives rise to legally binding contractual relations. For example, in Spain, the code-scripting language would be a valid mechanism under Spanish contract law to define the parties’ rights and obligations (lex privata), if such is the parties’ intention. Similarly, under U.S. law, the form in which the contract is recorded is not typically determinative of whether a legally binding contract exists.50

» Contracts requiring adherence to particular legal formalities (for example, that the real estate transaction be embodied in a deed and registered) or dealing with consumers do not lend themselves to deployment within the smart contract context, unless other legal requirements are complied with.51

» Even if a smart contract deployment does not give rise to a legally binding contract, it may still affect legal relations between the parties (or with third parties in case of tort liability). Accordingly, those involved in smart contract deployments should still consider the wider legal effects of a smart contract (in relation the parties to it, as well as third parties), even if they are confident that it will not give rise to a legally binding contract. (This point is discussed in more detail in Part 6, below). 52

III. WILL A SMART CONTRACT BE SUFFICIENT FOR THE PARTIES’ NEEDS? WHAT MODELS COULD THEY USE TO MEET SUCH NEEDS?

Some commentators note that the scripting language of a smart contract may create less ambiguity than conventional contractual terms since it must be laid out in precise operational terms.53 However, it is difficult to code all conceivable aspects of a legal relationship.54

» For instance, the logic of the programming language may not be able to define and incorporate all abstract legal concepts covered by “force majeure” or “good judgment.” Moreover, when contracting electronically with consumers, information must be provided in clear terms, including the language or languages in which the agreement shall be available.55 Consumers are not expected to understand software language.

49 Article 1091 C.c. “Contracts are the law between the parties to an agreement” (lex privata). A contract is a voluntary assumption of liability in common law doctrine (in that, entering into a contract results in an assignment of rights between the parties to the contract).

50 Article 1,278 C.c. “Contracts shall be binding, whatever the form under which they have been entered into, provided that they meet the essential conditions for their validity”. See also Werbach & Cornell, supra note 4 at 36-39.


52 A distributed ledger is conceptually similar to any other system of IT-based messages used to create mutual assent. Any message that a node or a participant sends is a transaction or a contribution to the transaction by performing an action. See Douglas W. Arner, Ross P. Buckley, & Dirk A. Zetzsche, The Distributed Liability of Distributed Ledgers: Legal Risks of Blockchain, 32, SSRN, https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3018214 (hereinafter “Arner, Buckley & Zetzsche”).

53 Werbach & Cornell, supra note 4 at 38.


The parties may need to utilize a broader contractual framework to define and document their wider relationship, or provide for governance arrangements. A smart contract may not be suited for this.

Complex transactions governed by smart contracts would probably need a contractual framework that defines the non-operational clauses in natural language (e.g., choice of law, competent jurisdiction or dispute resolution mechanisms).

As noted above, ensuring that variations and amendments to a smart contract will be legally binding is currently problematic from a legal perspective.

For such reasons, both smart contracts and conventional natural language contracts may necessarily coexist in relation to the same (or related) subject matter. In such circumstances, courts may need to look at the entire legal framework within which a smart contract operates—that is, the smart contract, any related natural language contract, and any additional coding or documentation—in order to determine whether there is a legally binding contract between the parties and, if so, what its terms are.

Further there are different models of smart contracts. The suitability of a specific model’s ability to create a legally binding agreement will often depend on the different types of activities that a particular smart contract is intended to cover. The parties should consider whether the smart contract or a related natural language contract prevails, or how they work in combination. For instance, a banking consortium may decide to execute only its payments using smart contracts, with the rest of the contractual terms in natural language.

What follows is a consideration of some of the potential models for smart contracts.

### DIFFERENT MODELS OF A SMART CONTRACT

**EXTERNAL**

The code does not form the entirety of the parties’ legal agreement, but merely automates the performance of some of its terms.

**INTERNAL**

The code could encompass the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes other clauses written in natural language. Everything beyond the code merely explains the terms.

Alternatively, the code could form only an integral part of the legally binding contract (rather than the entirety of the contract), and would supersede any other clauses written in natural language.

---

56 There might be reasons not to automate everything. For example, an “event of default” gives a party the right but not the obligation, to terminate all outstanding transactions. But the decision tends to be subjective and the non-defaulting party may consider the nature of the default and other external factors. See ISDA & Linklaters supra note 44 at 10-13.

57 SKLAROFF & LEVY, supra note 41 at 303.

58 See ISDA & Linklaters supra note 44 at 14.
A. EXTERNAL MODEL – THE CONTRACT WRITTEN IN DIFFERENT LANGUAGES

The parties to a smart contract may decide to enter into a conventional agreement, known as an “external model.” In such a case, the code does not form the entirety of the parties’ legal agreement, but merely automates the performance of some of its terms. Therefore, the natural language version of the smart contract would prevail over the code and control the execution of the contract terms by the code.\(^{59}\) The issues are similar to those raised by contracts written in different languages, where one version typically rules the others in the case of discrepancy.

When using the “external model,” parties should make clear that the legal relationship is intended to be governed by the natural language version of the contract, rather than the code. Otherwise, courts could face difficult interpretational issues relating to the parties’ intention. The outcome of such an assessment would be uncertain, given there is little legal guidance to courts at present, and the assessment would turn on the particular facts.

B. INTERNAL MODEL – THE CODE AS LAW

There are two potential types of “internal model” smart contracts:

» The code could encompass the entire agreement between the parties and supersedes other clauses written in natural language. Everything beyond the code merely explains the terms.\(^{60}\) For instance, the DAO terms of service provided that the smart contract in the Ethereum blockchain controlled, with the natural language terms of use having no legal effect.\(^{61}\)

» Alternatively, the code could form only an integral part of the legally binding contract (rather than the entirety of the contract), and would supersede any other clauses written in natural language. In such an “internal model” iteration, the smart contract may still utilize a natural language version for, say, non-operational clauses. But importantly, the code would be given legal effect. The novelty is that the code itself is an integral part of the agreement and not a translation of its terms. In operating certain clauses, the code forms the legally binding agreement between the parties.\(^{62}\)

C. PROVIDING FOR FLEXIBILITY IN THE CHOOSEN MODEL

Amending or varying a smart contract (or waiving a particular term) is currently problematic, at least in terms of the current state of the technology. Automatic and irrevocable performance could create

\(^{59}\) Id. at 16-17.

\(^{60}\) Werbach & Cornell, supra note 4 at 16. See also id. at 20-30 (“if a court concludes it (the conventional contract) better reflects the parties’ meeting of the minds, it would be trying to supersede the smart contract, not interpret it.”).

\(^{61}\) Christoph Jentzsch, Decentralized Autonomous Organization to Automate Governance Final Draft – Under Review, https://download.slock.it/public/DAO/WhitePaper.pdf. On or about April 29, 2016, Slock.it deployed The DAO code on the Ethereum blockchain, as a set of pre-programmed instructions. This code was to govern how The DAO was to operate. The DAO tried to supersede all legal enforcement with smart contracts. The DAO white paper stated that it was solely for “educational purposes.” The DAO terms of service specifically provided that the smart contract in the Ethereum blockchain was the controlling legal authority. Any human-readable documents or explanations, including those on the website, “were merely offered for educational purposes and do not supersede or modify the express terms of The DAO’s code set forth on the blockchain,” The DAO, https://daohub.org/explainer.html. (no longer available as of June 3, 2018). An “attack” diverted 3.6 million of ether (ETH) from The DAO to another blockchain address controlled by the attackers. Interestingly, the misappropriation of funds did not require a change or “hack” to the code. The diversion of funds by the “attackers” was permitted due to a flaw in the original code. However, this was not the parties’ intention in developing the project, and the consensus by the majority ended using a “hard fork.”

\(^{62}\) Werbach & Cornell, supra note 4 at 36-37.
difficulties in cases of coding mistakes or judicial enforcement, or in situations where a party is simply amenable to extending the time for performance or modifying obligations.

Similarly, when an electronic contract is contrary to law or the interest of consumers, a party can, in many jurisdictions, petition a court to stop the contract’s automatic performance. (This is the case, for example, under Spanish law.) When a change in circumstances (e.g., export bans or trade sanctions) makes performance illegal, the parties may need to suspend performance. Often the law requires the ability to rectify errors in a way that may be difficult to implement on an immutable distributed ledger.

Amendments or modifications are relatively easy in conventional contracts, and parties can waive provisions if they so choose. However, smart contracts lack semantic and enforcement flexibility compared to conventional contracts. Computer code can only tolerate precise conditional instructions (“if-then”). For instance, there is no flexibility for the parties to incorporate a term that has one meaning at the time of execution and can be interpreted differently during the performance phase.

Concepts such as “good faith,” “commercially reasonable,” or “force majeure” in contracts often provide the parties with the necessary flexibility to agree on a particular interpretation of the contractual terms or even renegotiate them to avoid litigation. Incorporation of such provisions in the context of smart legal contracts would be difficult, if not impossible.

Such considerations should be factored into the selection of smart contract model and the governance framework within which it operates, which could include ameliorating provisions to address the fact that performance is inevitable once a smart contract is initiated.

Some smart contracts are easier to modify than others, leading to the distinction by some commentators between “soft” and “hard” smart contracts. However, the inflexibility of an automated performance mechanism within a smart contract makes it potentially impossible to alter a smart contract during its performance phase, unless the code has in some way provided for the possibility of modification (perhaps in predictive programming).

Multi-signature arrangements or requirements could be explored as a mechanism to lock, unlock, or amend smart contracts. For instance, a smart contract intended to have legally binding effect could include a provision that checks for superseding smart contracts countersigned by the parties to the original contracts.

---

63 See Art. 30 of the (E-Commerce) Law No. 34/2002 of July 11, 2002 (as amended by Law No. 7/2010 of March 31, 2010), http://www.wipo.int/wipolex/en/details.jsp?id=111832. See Art. 15 of Law 22/2007, Of July 11, On Distance Marketing Of Financial Services To Consumers, https://www.global-regulation.com/translation/spain/1445417/law-22-2007%252c-of-july-11%252c-on-distance-marketing-of-financial-services-to-consumers.html. “Article 15. 1) can exercise the action of ceasefire against the conduct contrary to this Act that injured both collective and diffuse interests of consumers and users. 2) the cessation activities are directed to obtain a ruling which condemn the respondent to cease the conduct contrary to this Act and to prohibit their future repetition. Likewise, the action may exercise to prohibit conducting a behavior when this is complete at the time of bringing the action, if there are sufficient indications that make fear your reiteration of immediate mode. (…)”

64 SKLAROFF & LEVY, supra note 41, at 23.

65 See Raskin, supra note 24 at 309-311.

Without the development of mechanisms that allow contracting parties to address changed circumstances and more easily adjust terms, the utility of stand-alone smart contracts intended to have legal effect may be limited, particularly in complex transactions. In these circumstances, the necessary flexibility and management of contract amendments may be provided by augmenting smart contracts with a master agreement or a conventional (natural language) contract, or an over arching participation or governance framework having legally binding effect.

IV. WHAT IS THE GOVERNING LAW OF A SMART CONTRACT?

Blockchain technology exists on a network of computers with nodes and users typically based all over the world. Which jurisdiction’s laws will apply to a smart contract on such a distributed network?

As a general matter, the parties to an agreement can contractually select the law applicable to a smart contract. However, in some jurisdictions (e.g., Spain), the governing law selected by the parties must have some connection with the business in question. If a smart legal contract is litigated before a Spanish court, but does not include a choice-of-law provision, the Spanish Civil Code’s Preliminary Title provides legal criteria for the court to determine the governing law of the contract. Most developed legal systems have similar legislation determining the issue, often implemented pursuant to international treaties, and often augmented by a body of conflict-of-laws rulings to determine the issue when the parties have not provided for it.

In the United States, choice of law issues are typically a matter of individual state policy and jurisprudence. As a general matter, when the parties to an agreement have expressly selected the law of a particular state, or if the court concludes from the provisions of an agreement that the parties wished to have the law of a particular state applied, the court will apply the rights and duties of such state. However, a U.S. court will not apply the rights and duties of a state if: 1) the chosen state does not have a “substantial” relationship with either party, and there is no reasonable basis for the parties’ choice; or 2) applying the chosen state’s law would be “contrary to a fundamental policy of a state which has a materially greater interest than the chosen state.” In the absence of an express selection of a state of applicable law, the Restatement (Second) of Conflicts of Law looks to the state that has “the most significant relationship to the transaction and the parties,” as evidenced by the place of contracting, the place of negotiation, the place of performance, the location of the subject matter of the contract, and the domicile, residence, nationality, place of incorporation, or place of business of the parties.

67 Wulf A. Kaal and Graig Calcaterra, Crypto Transaction Dispute Resolution, 31, SSRN, https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2992962#. For instance, the Ethereum white paper answers the question where the code is executed, in terms of physical hardware as follows: “This has a simple answer; the process of executing contract code is part of the definition of the state transition function, which is part of the block validation algorithm, so if a transaction is added into block B the code execution spawned by that transaction will be executed by all nodes, now and in the future, that download and validate block B. See Buterin, supra note 4.


69 While the Restatement (Second) of Conflicts of Law (Am. Law Inst. 1971) is widely followed in many states, other choice of law rules may be applied, for example: 1) lex loci contractus ("the place of contract") has been applied in Alabama, Georgia, and Maryland; 2) the “governmental interest” test has been applied in California; 3) the doctrine of renvoi has been applied in Maryland; and 4) legal commentator Robert Lefar’s “Five Choice-Influencing Factors” have been applied in North Dakota.

70 Restatement (Second) of Conflicts of Law § 187 (Am. Law Inst. 1971).

71 id. at Comments.

72 id. at § 188.
SMART CONTRACTS: IS THE LAW READY?

Parties should keep in mind that U.S. courts may consider the relationships of the parties and the manner in which the contract was presented when determining the applicable state law. Courts may be wary of contracts that are “drafted unilaterally by the dominant party and then presented on a ‘take-it-or-leave-it’ basis to the weaker party who has no real opportunity to bargain about its terms.” For contracts on a blockchain (as discussed in Part 1 of this white paper), the structure of the offer, acceptance, and consideration may inform U.S. courts as to whether there was a “dominant party” who made a “take-it-or-leave-it” offer when determining the applicable state law.

In Europe, where the parties to a smart legal contract are located in different countries, but have not chosen a specific choice of law, the E.U. Regulation “Rome I” can help a court determine the applicable law for that smart contract. The following general principles are set forth in Rome I:

» “A contract for the provision of services shall be governed by the law of the country where the service provider has his permanent residence.”

» In case of financial instruments negotiated in a multilateral trading facility, “a contract concluded within a multilateral system which brings together or facilitates the bringing together of multiple third-party buying and selling interests in financial instruments, in accordance with non-discretionary rules and governed by a single law, shall be governed by that law.”

» Such principles could be applicable by analogy to other areas. For instance, rights in rem (title registration or real estate) are typically linked to the law of the country where the property is registered or located.

» The law of the country where the party of “the most characteristic performance” has its permanent residence will apply in residual cases where the smart contract is not covered by any of the other criteria, or where more than one could be applied.

---

73 Id. at § 187.
74 Id.
78 Article 4.1.(c) of the Regulation E.U. 593/2008.
Contracts executed electronically with consumers are performed where the consumer has his permanent address.\(^79\)

Where it cannot be determined otherwise, the law of the country that is more closely connected to the smart contract shall also apply.\(^80\)

As noted above, most other developed legal systems have legislation speaking to choice-of-law issues, often implemented pursuant to international treaties and typically augmented by court decisions within a body of “conflict of laws” principles.

Although such laws exist to help determine the issue, the parties to a smart legal contract may wish to avoid the uncertainties of not having specifically provided for the law that is to govern and construe their legal agreement. The choice of law governing a smart legal contract should take into account the blockchain design, its business case, technical complexity, number of participants and jurisdictional reach, among other considerations.\(^81\)

**V. JUDICIAL ENFORCEMENT OF SMART LEGAL CONTRACTS**

When a smart contract constitutes a smart legal contract (i.e., a legally binding contract), a party to that contract will face certain challenges in seeking judicial enforcement. Some may argue that it is impossible to breach a smart contract because the code is immutable and self-executing. However, that view fails to take into account that people, with varying understandings and interpretations, are (ultimately) the parties to smart contracts. Disputes will inevitably arise as to issues surrounding the parties’ intent.

Additional disputes may arise due to coding errors or issues relating to the functionality of the smart contract platform itself. Indeed, the very nature of blockchain is likely to present courts with novel issues, or at the very least with novel applications of established judicial principles.

**A. LIMITS TO ENFORCEMENT BY THE COURTS**

The nature of blockchain, distributed ledger, smart legal contracts, and the parties thereto will inject complex issues into judicial proceedings. Such issues will likely include:

- Whether the court has personal jurisdiction over the parties to the contract (assuming those parties can be identified) or, alternatively, whether the court has jurisdiction over the assets at issue.
- Whether the court has personal jurisdiction over the smart contract platform itself.
- Whether the court has subject matter jurisdiction over the dispute, including consideration of whether and to what extent judicial enforcement is compatible with the “immutability” of distributed ledgers and public policy.

---


\(^80\) Id.; Art. 4. Paragraph 2, 3 and 4. Similarly, article 4 of the former E.U. Rome Convention of 1980 provided that, in absence of a specific choice by the parties, the applicable law will be that of the location where “the party who is to effect the performance which is characteristic of the contract has, at the time of conclusion of the contract, his habitual residence, or, in the case of a body corporate or unincorporated, its central administration.” See Rome Convention of 1980 on the law applicable to contractual obligations, http://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/ALL/?uri=CELEX:41980A0126.

\(^81\) Arner, Buckley & Zetzsche, supra note 42 at 23.
In the case of a hybrid contract (i.e., a contract in which parts of the contract exist in traditional written form and parts of the contract exist in a self-executing smart contract), does the written contract or the code control?

What law is applicable to the parties’ dispute, an issue traditionally tied to factors such as the place of contracting, location of the parties, location of performance, location of the subject matter of the contract, and the public policies of the forum.

How would a court decision to reverse a transaction effected by a smart contract be achieved where, for example, the court has determined that a smart contract is void (i.e., never existed) or voidable (i.e., the aggrieved party can cancel the contract), because of, for instance, a mistake, lack of capacity, or duress? Enforcement of a remedy to reverse a transaction in a distributed ledger may be difficult, if not impossible, due to numerous factors, including the speed with which digital assets can be transferred out of the smart contract platform and principles relating to good faith transfers in due course.

A plaintiff’s remedy may be limited to monetary compensation/damages. But how would a court enforce a monetary damage award against far flung, potentially anonymous entities?

Because a smart contract performs automatically once initiated, how would a court enforce a remedy that excuses future performance?

If available, how would other remedies—such as specific performance for a breach of contract—work in relation to a smart contract?

If the alleged wrongdoing was on the part of the platform itself, courts and litigants would have to grapple with additional issues, such as where the ledger is located and who needs to be served.

B. GOVERNANCE AND AUTOMATIC ENFORCEMENT MECHANISMS

Unless and until there is sufficient confidence in the enforceability of a smart legal contract, parties intending for their transaction to have legally binding effect may wish to consider incorporating arbitral clauses, governance and/or automatic enforcement mechanisms to limit the circumstances in which they will require judicial intervention or to facilitate enforcement of arbitral or judicial decisions.

For instance, parties, or the platform itself, may wish to build in an escrow procedure (despite the fact that such a procedure may be perceived as undermining some of the advantages of a smart contract). The parties also may consider building into their smart contract mechanisms to stop automatic performance in the case of a dispute or, alternatively, mechanisms to permit the claw back of funds or other assets by giving the smart contract access to certain accounts funded by the parties. Such self-enforcement mechanisms occur in current commercial arrangements. For instance, banks include in their account agreements a statement regarding the bank’s ability to credit or debit an account in the event of an error.

---

82 See, e.g., Spanish Civil Code, Art. 1307 C.c.
83 See Arner, Buckley & Zetzsche, supra note 42 at 32.
84 Additional examples of self-enforcement mechanisms exist in various areas of U.S. law. See U.C.C. § 9-609 (a secured creditor, after...
Contracting parties also may consider utilizing a platform that has alternative dispute resolution mechanisms built into it; these types of mechanisms have been referred to as alternative dispute resolution mechanisms. Such mechanisms may be most appropriate for smart contracts in decentralized ledgers. However, as with other alternative dispute resolution procedures, such as arbitration, there likely will remain the need for some degree of judicial review and/or enforcement.

In some instances, enforcement of a platform’s internal dispute resolution mechanism may require judicial intervention, compelling participation by another party to the transaction or compliance with the decision rendered in accordance with the agreed-to dispute resolution procedure.

Many market participants have expressed the hope that smart contracts will eliminate, or at least reduce, the need for contract litigation. At this point, however, it appears that smart contract self-enforcement mechanisms will not be able to supplant completely the need for judicial review and enforcement procedures.

VI. UNDERSTANDING THE POTENTIAL SCOPE OF LIABILITY IN RELATION TO SMART CONTRACTS

Liability in relation to smart contracts may, of course, include contractual liability for breach. Principles of contractual liability are well established and understood in most developed legal systems. These well-established principles will, however, require adaptation when applied to smart contracts (Parts 1 and 2 of this chapter demonstrate how contractual principles more generally might apply in relation to the question of formation of a smart legal contract).

---

85 Several modalities of alternative dispute resolution mechanisms internal to the smart contract platform exist, including solutions from existing Aragon or Ricardian Contracts (consisting of a pool of private judges or arbitrators, who act semi-anonymously) to more anonymous proposals for dispute resolution modalities based on distributed jurisdictional mechanisms. Distributed jurisdictional mechanisms could include an “open source platform ecosystem of smart contracting dispute resolution that allows users to opt into the conflict resolution mechanisms.” See KAAL & CALCETERRA, supra note 57, at 44-57.

86 See, e.g., Federal Arbitration Act, 9 U.S.C. § 1 et seq. (statutorily setting out procedures for enforcement of arbitration clauses and for review and enforcement of arbitration decisions).

87 Werbach & Cornell, supra note 4 at 313, 353. Indeed, the self-help mechanisms currently found in the law traditionally are judicially supervised. For instance, when creditors disturb the peace in the United States, a judge may restrain their self-help rights. Id. at 347. The role of courts cannot entirely be replaced by self-enforcement mechanisms in Spain either, since the right of a judicial review by the parties to any legal agreement is protected by Art. 24 of Spain’s 1978 Constitution, https://www.boe.es/legislacion/documentos/ConstitucionINGLES.pdf.
While contractual breach is not generally the focus of this Part (Chapter 2 deals with some aspects of contractual breach in relation to smart contracts), a general observation relating to non-contractual liability arising out of contractual breach can be made at this point. In many jurisdictions, a party is liable for damages whenever he or she has acted negligently in performing contractual obligations (e.g., in Spain).\textsuperscript{88} A party acts negligently when he or she breaches a “reasonable duty of care.”\textsuperscript{89} How does the lack of a “reasonable duty of care” translate to smart contracts? It could refer to routine technical infractions in operating a blockchain (e.g., security breaches caused by failure to update software, or deficient storage by the users of the private keys related to a digital asset). However, a breach of the “duty of care” would be extremely difficult to prove if related to any contractual failures of predictive performance by algorithms.\textsuperscript{90}

Regardless of whether a smart contract has legally binding effect, other kinds of (non-contractual) liabilities might arise in connection with the transaction, both between the parties and vis-à-vis third parties. The smart contract transaction, even if it does not constitute a legally binding contract, still may affect (or change) in some way the legal relations between the parties (for example, by transferring ownership of an asset). This Part considers the potential scope of effects and resulting liabilities.

Many potential non-contractual liabilities may arise in relation to particular transactions accomplished through blockchains or automated contracts. For example, claims for fraud, unfair and deceptive trade practices, or theft may exist outside of the contract. Further, additional liabilities may arise relating to the technology platform itself, as a whole, rather than in relation to the individual smart contracts on the platform. Such issues might include ledger transparency and data privacy, insider trading and market abuse, identity theft, cybersecurity risks, and various operational risks (all of which are beyond the scope of this chapter).\textsuperscript{91}

Both common law systems (such as the United States) and civil law systems (such as Spain) typically include liability in tort for negligence, fraud, and breaches of fiduciary duty. Laws aimed at preventing unfair and deceptive trade practices may also apply.\textsuperscript{92} Further, in the context of product liability, legal systems may also impose strict liability (without the need for establishing certain traditional tort principles). Will these kinds of tortious liabilities potentially arise in relation to smart contracts?

However, as some commentators have noted in relation to software or automated contracts, current liability regimes governing intentional misconduct, negligence, and strict liability align poorly with algorithms.\textsuperscript{93} In the U.S. context, for example, it has been said that “[t]he law of software liability seems to be strangely undeveloped, considering the size of the software industry and the infiltration of software into virtually every aspect our lives... And though legal commentators have been predicting a great expansion of liability for defective software since the 1980’s...it has not occurred.”\textsuperscript{94}

\textsuperscript{88} Art. 1101 C.c.
\textsuperscript{89} Articles 1719 C.c. and 1094 C.c.
\textsuperscript{90} A leading article notes that it is nearly impossible to prove that a software program was written negligently. Arner, Buckley, Zetzsche, supra note 42 at 13-20.
\textsuperscript{91} “The fact that nodes sign up to the network (i.e., buy /sell / mine Bitcoins) without AML/CTF checks may evidence ignorance of the law but not the law’s inapplicability”. Arner, Buckley, Zetzsche, supra note 42 at 33.
\textsuperscript{92} See, e.g., N.Y. General Business Law §§ 349 et seq.; Fla. Stat. §§ 501.201 et seq.
It remains to be seen whether and how these kinds of tortious liabilities will arise in relation to smart contracts, whether between the parties or in relation to a third party. However, a few general observations can be made at this point.

“Broadly speaking[,] a tort is a civil wrong, other than a breach of contract, for which the court provide[s] a remedy in the form of an action for damages.”95 In the United States, tort law is determined at the state level and may vary from state to state.96 It is, however, an oft-recited principle that, in general, a party may not recover both in contract and in tort for a frustration of its contractual economic expectations.97 Where this principle is in fact applicable, it may function to narrow the scope of recovery in the case of, say, an incorrectly (and negligently) coded smart contract, which, depending on the facts, may cause no physical harm to persons or property, but a substantial economic damage.98

An alternative standard of tortious liability - strict liability - may be applied in certain jurisdictions even in the absence of fault. In the context of strict product liability, for example, a plaintiff need generally only prove the existence of the defect, the damage, and a causal relationship between the defect and damage.99 The rule against recovery of pure economic loss, referred to above, may also limit recovery of damages for strict liability in tort under U.S. law.100

A similar position applies under the Spanish Product Liability Act, implementing the European Directive on Product Liability (1985), which applies strict liability to manufacturers, importers of products, and other intermediaries in the supply chain.101 Strict liability is intended to protect consumers in cases of defective products that caused injury, death, or damage to personal property, but excludes economic loss.102 It is unclear whether and how strict liability principles would apply to smart contracts.103

VII. CONCLUSION

96 Most states use the ALI’s Restatement of Torts as the basis for their tort laws. Restatement of the Law (Second) Torts (Am. Law Inst. 1965); Restatement of the Law (Third) Torts: Products Liability (Am. Law Inst. 2000).
98 Hou-Tex, Inc. v. Landmark Graphics, 26 S.W.3d 103 (Tex. App. 2000). The court applied the “economic loss” doctrine to limit the recovery for damages that are not associated with personal injuries or property damages. The court dealt with the issue of the liability of a software provider (Landmark Graphics) to a third party (Hou-Tex) that had received services from a contractor using the software. Hou-Tex (an oil and gas company) drilled a hole after its independent contractor helped choose the drilling site by using a software licensed by Landmark Graphics. The software contained a “bug” that miscalculated data from plots of land with irregular boundaries. As a consequence, the site where the hole was drilled was incorrect. Landmark knew about the “bug” in advance and had corrected the problem in an updated version of the software sent to some clients, but not to Hou-Tex’s contractor, who wrongly advised the site for the drilling. Hou-Tex suffered economic damages (but no physical harm to persons or its property) for the costs in drilling a dry well. Applying the “economic loss” doctrine, the court concluded that Hou-Tex had no right to recover lost profits and followed the Fifth Circuit Court of Appeals in analyzing Texas law. See also Hininger v. Case Corp., 23 F.3d 124, 126 (5th Cir. 1994) (where product purchaser sued remote component part manufacturer for product defect and economic loss).
100 Under U.S. law, strict liability in tort is imposed on the theory that “the costs of damaging events due to defectively dangerous products can best be borne by the enterprises who make and sell these products.” It is generally applied to limited categories of products such as drugs, food and beverages, and motor vehicles. Prosser & Keeton, supra note 85 at 692-93.
A blockchain or distributed ledger is similar to any other IT-based message platform used to agree on transactions. Courts have already accepted that email messages can give rise to legally binding contracts in many jurisdictions. Automated performance is common in equities markets and algorithm trading. Existing contract laws (including e-commerce laws), therefore, may in many instances suffice in the case of the formation of smart legal contracts.

The analysis in Part 1 supports the conclusion that, in certain jurisdictions, such as the United States and Spain, in certain circumstances smart contracts may be considered legally binding contracts. A smart contract may contain some legally binding clauses, if the parties so agree. However, the analysis in Part 1 also illustrates that it would be wrong to assume that conclusions reached for one jurisdiction will necessarily be true of another. (Contract requirements differ between common law and civil law, for example.) Because blockchains do not recognize borders, it will be necessary to consider where any proposed smart contract deployment intends to operate internationally.

It is worth noting that existing smart contract use cases do not replace (the entirety of) natural language contracts with computer code, particularly in the case of high-stakes or complex transactions. This is the case for a range of reasons, including the lack of flexibility of the scripting language. Parties entering into legally binding contracts using smart contracts should carefully consider control mechanisms and governance that may impact their ability to modify the original contract. If greater flexibility is needed, additional control measures may be required. Ultimately, technology developments may provide the needed solutions.

The parties should specify the choice of law and dispute settlement mechanisms governing the smart legal contract, taking into account the blockchain design, its business case, technical complexity, number of participants, and jurisdictional reach, among other considerations.

For those developing and deploying smart contracts, it will be important to bear in mind that liability (whether or not the smart contract has legally binding contractual effect) could extend beyond the parties themselves. Entities engaging in activities relating to smart contracts must factor such risks in their governance, particularly when dealing with consumers and investment stability.
CHAPTER 2: SMART CONTRACTS, BLOCKCHAIN, AND COMMERCIAL LAW

Margo Tank, David Whitaker, and Patricia Fry

Although the concepts are not new, blockchain technology and smart contracts have generated a lot of interest in the past several years. Both constructs have been acclaimed as employing technological means to avoid intermediaries and significantly reduce transaction times and costs. Legislation has been enacted in a few states and introduced in others declaring that (i) smart contracts are enforceable and (ii) records and signatures created, secured, or retained using a blockchain platform constitute electronic records and signatures under applicable law. Other proposed legislation calls for studying the potential use of blockchain or smart contracts in certain types of transactions. This chapter demonstrates that existing law, in the form of the federal Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act (“ESIGN”) and the Uniform Electronic Transactions Act (“UETA”) already recognizes, enables, and validates the use and enforceability of both (i) smart contracts and (ii) electronic records and signatures created, secured, or retained by utilizing a blockchain platform.

This chapter first provides background by describing smart contracts and blockchain technology and illustrating their use in hypothetical commercial transactions. We then analyze the operation of existing commercial law in such cases, with particular focus on the UETA and federal ESIGN. Examining the text and commentary associated with those bodies of law, we discuss how each applies to support and enforce the expectations of those using smart contracts and blockchain processes.

104 Margo Tank and David Whitaker are Partners at DLA Piper LLP (U.S.) and advise commercial enterprises and technology companies on federal and state laws relating to the use of electronic signatures and records to enable digital transactions offered online, via mobile devices, smart contracts, and blockchain. Ms. Tank played a lead role advocating enactment of the ESIGN Act, and Mr. Whitaker participated in the drafting of the UETA and chaired the Task Force on Scope. They both serve as Co-Reporters for SPeRS and are counsel to the Electronic Signature & Records Association. Patricia Fry is the Edward W. Hinton Professor of Law Emeritus, University of Missouri-Columbia School of Law, and a Life Member of the Uniform Law Commission. She chaired the drafting committee that produced the UETA. The authors would also like to thank Andrew Grant, an associate at DLA Piper, for his assistance with this chapter.

105 The use of cryptology to secure a chain of blocks of data was first described in 1991; see Stuart Haber & W. Scott Stornetta, How to Time-Stamp A Digital Document, 3 J. Cryptology 99, 99-111. The term “smart contracts” was coined in 1994 when cryptographer Nick Szabo first published an article titled “Smart Contracts”, available at http://www.fon.hum.uva.nl/rob/Courses/InformationInSpeech/CDROM/Literature/LOTWinterschool2006/szabo.best.vwh.net/smart.contracts.html.


109 Approved and recommended for enactment by the states by the Uniform Law Conference in 1999 and enacted in 47 states, the U.S. Virgin Islands and the District of Columbia.

110 See text accompanying fn. 152, et seq.
I. BACKGROUND

A smart contract is computer code that, upon the occurrence of a specified condition or conditions, is capable of running automatically according to pre-specified functions. The code can be stored and processed on a distributed ledger and would write any resulting change into the distributed ledger. A smart contract may, but need not, involve the employment of a blockchain. When using a smart contract incorporating blockchain technology, the underlying algorithm utilizes a consensus mechanism. The original illustration of a smart contract, given by Nick Szabo, was simply a vending machine that dispenses goods upon payment of a specified sum.\footnote{Szabo, supra note 105.}

As a more complex illustration of a smart contract that does not employ a blockchain, consider the following hypothetical transaction between Spamco, LLC (“Spamco”) and Widget, Inc. (“Widget”). Spamco uses an electronic agent to determine when to purchase widgets—based on need combined with available prices—and how many widgets to purchase. Widget sells widgets and uses an electronic agent to negotiate its contracts based on its available supply and the market in general. Spamco needs 1 million widgets and is willing to pay up to $1 each; Widget has 100 million widgets it can sell and is willing to sell them at $0.50 apiece. Spamco and Widget enter into negotiations using electronic agents that have been programmed to establish delivery terms, volumes, and price based upon established parameters. In this manner, Spamco and Widget reach an agreement through the interaction of the electronic agents; Spamco receives the needed widgets and pays Widget the agreed-upon amount. At no point during the transaction, after the electronic agents were programmed and deployed, did any human participate in or review the negotiation or resulting agreement, nor was a blockchain necessary to execute or perform the transaction.
That being said, there is a significant potential synergy between smart contracts and blockchain. The term “blockchain” has been defined in various ways, not all of which are fully compatible, but generally comprise groups of entries of records of multiple transactions collected into a “block.”112 Each block of entries, recorded in electronic form, otherwise called an electronic record, contains a cryptographic hash of the preceding block, linking the block to the rest of the blockchain. The chain of blocks containing electronic records is stored as a “ledger,” also an electronic record, which can be distributed or not, i.e., disseminated through numerous computers, usually without a central repository. Once the electronic record is entered, it is immutable or at least if altered, the alteration can be detected, both through the cryptography used and from the disseminated nature of the ledger.113

To illustrate the potential synergies between a smart contract and a blockchain, consider the process of issuing the final approval and loan commitment for a residential mortgage loan. Those routinely participating in the process include the applicant, the applicant’s financial institution and employer, the lender, one or more real estate agents, the seller of the property, a home inspector, a surveyor, an appraiser, a title company, and potentially even the government (through submission of a Form 4506-T to the IRS for tax information concerning the applicant). The final approval to lend requires delivery of trusted data from a variety of sources to the lender, evaluation of that data, and issuance of the final commitment.114


114 For another example of a blockchain-based system for tracking information and the progress of a transaction, see Up Close with Blockchain Technology, (describing a process used for the international shipment of flowers).
With the use of blockchain technology, all of that information may be brought together into one trusted environment that can be accessed by the lender. Inspections, appraisals, approvals, and all points of communication are tracked and updated in a single, reliable location. All of the documentation and each signature may be accessed, no point of data may be changed, and the source of that data may be determined with certainty. When all the information has been collected, if the appropriate parameters have been met, the ledger may then serve as the basis for action by an electronic agent issuing the final approval and loan commitment without human intervention.

Various sources suggest that blockchain technologies also may be useful for reliably storing public records, such as real estate or vehicle titles, securities registrations, and health records, to name a few.\(^{115}\)

The focus of this chapter, however, is on the creation, validity, and enforceability of smart contracts and the legal effect of the use of blockchain technology, not on the diversity of potential uses of one or both of these technologies.

II. ESIGN AND THE UETA

In 1997, the Uniform Laws Commission (“ULC”) began drafting UETA to bring uniformity to state legislation in the area of electronic records and signatures. The purpose of UETA was to remove legal barriers that prevented the effective use of electronic media by establishing the equivalence of electronic records and signatures to paper records and wet signatures. UETA does not change the substantive provisions of any laws within its scope (e.g., general contracting law). Instead, it generally affects only the medium in which data, including records and signatures, are found.

To establish the validity of electronic contracts using electronic records and/or electronic signatures, UETA specifically provides that “a contract may not be denied legal effect or enforceability solely because an electronic record was used in its formation.” As the Comment states, the section “sets forth the fundamental premise of [UETA]: namely, that the medium in which a record, signature, or contract is created, presented or retained does not affect it’s [sic] legal significance.”

This validity, however, only applies to the use of electronic records and signatures in connection with a “transaction.” A “transaction” is any “action or set of actions occurring between two or more persons relating to the conduct of business, commercial, or governmental affairs.” A quick review of the two illustrations above clearly shows that both contract formation and contract performance will involve one or more transactions as so defined. In other words, UETA provides that if a transaction, conducted electronically or not, satisfies the requirements of basic contract law, a contract is formed, and the law will provide a remedy for non-performance or breach of a duty.

Concurrent with the drafting of UETA, the U.S. Congress, at the urging of various industries including high-tech and financial services, decided to act to create a consistent national framework to ensure that electronic signatures and records would be granted the same legal status as traditional (i.e., non-electronic) signatures and paper records.

Thus, whether UETA or ESIGN applies, the use of electronic media does not affect the enforceability of transactions, whether in the formation of the relationship or the performance of its obligations.
would ever be adopted nationwide, but also that non-uniform modifications to UETA, as enacted in California, threatened to severely burden commercial use of electronic records and signatures. The Electronic Signatures in Global and National Commerce Act (ESIGN) was the result and was enacted in June of 2000.

Like UETA, ESIGN establishes legal parity between electronic records and signatures and their paper and ink counterparts. Specifically, ESIGN states that for transactions in or affecting interstate or foreign commerce, a signature, contract, or other record cannot be denied legal effect solely because it is in electronic form. Further, a contract related to such transaction cannot be denied legal effect solely because an electronic signature or record was used in its formation. This parity applies to a “transaction,” which is “an action or set of actions relating to the conduct of business, consumer, or commercial affairs between two or more persons” and includes the sale, lease, exchange, licensing, or other disposition of personal property, services, any combination thereof, or the sale, lease, exchange, or other disposition of an interest in real property or any combination thereof. Thus, whether UETA or ESIGN applies, the use of electronic media does not affect the enforceability of transactions, whether in the formation of the relationship or the performance of its obligations.

III. ELECTRONIC AGENTS AND SMART CONTRACTS

As the Spamco - Widget example illustrates, a commercial transaction may result from the interaction of software code deployed by one or more of the parties to the transaction. The software code may act as the electronic agent of the person deploying it. The question that arises is whether the interaction of one or more electronic agents results in an enforceable contract under U.S. contract law.

A contract is defined in the law as “a promise or a set of promises for the breach of which the law gives a remedy, or the performance of which the law in some way recognizes as a duty.” Broadly speaking, a contract requires the following elements: (1) multiple parties, each of whom has the capacity to contract; (2) manifestation of mutual assent; and (3) consideration.

123 Id.
124 See UETA, supra note 109.
125 Id. § 7001(a)(1).
126 Id. § 7001(a)(2).
127 Id. § 7006(13).
128 Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 1 (1981).
129 Id. § 9.
contract;\textsuperscript{130} (ii) manifestation of mutual assent;\textsuperscript{131} and (iii) consideration.\textsuperscript{132} Of those elements, most relevant to smart contracts is whether there is a manifestation of mutual assent.\textsuperscript{133}

The law has long provided that a principal may be bound by the actions of an agent. Agency, briefly, is the relationship whereby a principal grants an agent authority to act on the principal’s behalf and subject to the principal’s control.\textsuperscript{134} An agent can impose contractual liability on the principal for acts done on account of the principal. In general, while there are three distinct bases where the legal consequences of one person’s actions are attributable to another, two are relevant for smart contracts: actual authority and apparent authority.\textsuperscript{135}

An agent acts with actual authority when the agent reasonably believes, in accordance with the principal’s assent to be bound by the agent’s actions, that the principal wants the agent to act in such manner.\textsuperscript{136} The scope of the agent’s actual authority—which includes implied authority as a type of actual authority—can be a complex question and requires that the agent’s interpretations and understandings are reasonable. An agent has actual authority to take any action expressly designated or implied by the principal’s conduct toward the agent. The agent also may take such actions as are necessary or incidental to achieving the principal’s objectives, as the agent reasonably understands the principal’s conduct and objectives when the agent determines how to act.\textsuperscript{137} An agent acts with apparent authority when a third party believes that the person has authority to act on the principal’s behalf and such belief can be traced back to the principal’s conduct.\textsuperscript{138}

\textbf{WHETHER USED IN THE PROCESS OF CONTRACT FORMATION OR PERFORMANCE, THE USE OF COMPUTERS TO ‘ACT’ FOR THE PARTIES IS INHERENT IN THE CONCEPT OF SMART CONTRACTS.}

As our illustrations demonstrate, whether used in the process of contract formation or performance, the use of computers to “act” for the parties is inherent in the concept of smart contracts. While some commentators have opined that “the involvement of an autonomous computer in the contract-formation process gives rise to considerable doctrinal difficulties,”\textsuperscript{139} these conceptual debates have been rendered

\textsuperscript{130} Id. § 12.
\textsuperscript{131} Id. § 17.
\textsuperscript{132} Id. at Ch. 4. The U.C.C., applicable to commercial transactions, takes a somewhat different approach. It defines a contract as “the total legal obligation that results from the parties’ agreement as determined by (the U.C.C.) as supplemented by any other applicable laws.” U.C.C. Art. 1, § 1-201(12). An “agreement” is defined as “the bargain of the parties in fact, as found in their language or inferred from other circumstances…” § 1-201(3). Article 2 specifies that “[a] contract for sale of goods may be made in any manner sufficient to show agreement, including conduct by both parties which recognizes the existence of such a contract.” § 2-204(1).
\textsuperscript{133} This is often colloquially referred to as the “meeting of the minds.” As the Restatement makes clear, however, this term is misleading. The requirement is that each of the parties has manifested an intent to be bound. See Restatement (Second) of Contracts, supra note 12.
\textsuperscript{134} Restatement (Third) of Agency § 1.01.
\textsuperscript{135} The third, respondent superior, applies to employees acting within the scope of their employment. See id. § 2.04.
\textsuperscript{136} Id. § 2.01.
\textsuperscript{137} Id. § 2.02.
\textsuperscript{138} Id. § 2.03.
\textsuperscript{139} Tom Allen & Robin Widdison, Can Computers Make Contracts?, 9 Harv. J.L. & Tech. 25, 34-35 (1996); see also Samir Chopra & Laurence
irrelevant when discussing commercial transactions,\textsuperscript{140} since both UETA and ESIGN clearly provide that a person may be bound by the operations of an electronic agent or in an automated transaction.

The UETA defines an “electronic agent” as “a computer program or an electronic or other automated means used independently to initiate an action or respond to electronic records or performances in whole or in part, without review or action by an individual.”\textsuperscript{141} It goes on to define an “automated transaction” as “a transaction conducted or performed, in whole or in part, by electronic means or electronic records, in which the acts or records of one or both parties are not reviewed by an individual in the ordinary course in forming a contract, performing under an existing contract, or fulfilling an obligation required by the transaction.”

Building on these definitions, Section 14 of UETA states:

**SECTION 14. AUTOMATED TRANSACTION.** In an automated transaction, the following rules apply:

1. A contract may be formed by the interaction of electronic agents of the parties, even if no individual was aware of or reviewed the electronic agents’ actions or the resulting terms and agreements.
2. A contract may be formed by the interaction of an electronic agent and an individual, acting on the individual’s own behalf or for another person, including by an interaction in which the individual performs actions that the individual is free to refuse to perform and which the individual knows or has reason to know will cause the electronic agent to complete the transaction or performance.
3. The terms of the contract are determined by the substantive law applicable to it.\textsuperscript{142}

---

**THIS SECTION CONFIRMS THAT CONTRACTS CAN BE FORMED BY MACHINES FUNCTIONING AS ELECTRONIC AGENTS FOR PARTIES TO A TRANSACTION. IT NEGATES ANY CLAIM THAT LACK OF HUMAN INTENT, AT THE TIME OF CONTRACT FORMATION, PREVENTS CONTRACT FORMATION. WHEN MACHINES ARE INVOLVED, THE REQUISITE INTENTION FLOWS FROM THE PROGRAMING AND USE OF THE MACHINE.**

---

As the Comment further elaborates:

This section confirms that contracts can be formed by machines functioning as electronic agents for parties to a transaction. It negates any claim that lack of human intent, at the time of contract formation, prevents contract formation. When machines are involved, the requisite intention flows

\textsuperscript{140} The term “commercial” is used broadly here. See supra text accompanying notes 120 and 127.
\textsuperscript{141} Id. §2(6).
\textsuperscript{142} UETA, supra note 109 at §14, cmt. 1.
from the programing and use of the machine. As in other cases, these are salutary provisions consistent with the fundamental purpose of the Act to remove barriers to electronic transactions while leaving the substantive law ... unaffected to the greatest extent possible.143

ESIGN defines an “electronic agent” somewhat differently than UETA. Under ESIGN, an “electronic agent” is “a computer program or an electronic or other automated means used independently to initiate an action or respond to electronic records or performances in whole or in part without review or action by an individual at the time of the action or response.”144 ESIGN provides that:

“[a] contract or other record relating to a transaction in or affecting interstate or foreign commerce may not be denied legal effect, validity, or enforceability solely because its formation, creation, or delivery involved the action of one or more electronic agents so long as the action of any such electronic agent is legally attributable to the person to be bound.”145

As the Senate Report accompanying ESIGN states:

The bill promotes the use of electronic signatures and provides a consistent and predictable national framework of rules governing the use of electronic signatures. The legislation preempts State law that is inconsistent with UETA, and provides that the electronic records produced in the execution of a digital contract shall not be denied legal effect solely because they are electronic in nature. This legislation also assures that a company will be able to rely on an electronic contract and that another party will not be able to escape their contractual obligations simply because the contract was entered into over the Internet or any other computer network.146

Thus, the language of both UETA and of ESIGN and their respective legislative histories clearly explain that contracts and transactions entered into with the assistance or use of electronic agents are enforceable and as binding on their principals as if human agents had been involved.

THUS, THE LANGUAGE OF BOTH UETA AND ESIGN AND THEIR RESPECTIVE LEGISLATIVE HISTORIES CLEARLY EXPLAIN THAT CONTRACTS AND TRANSACTIONS ENTERED INTO WITH THE ASSISTANCE OR USE OF ELECTRONIC AGENTS ARE ENFORCEABLE AND AS BINDING ON THEIR PRINCIPLES AS IF HUMAN AGENTS HAD BEEN INVOLVED.

Thus, the language of both UETA and of ESIGN and their respective legislative histories clearly explain that contracts and transactions entered into with the assistance or use of electronic agents are enforceable and as binding on their principals as if human agents had been involved.

143 Id. at cmt. 1.
144 15 U.S.C. §7006(3). The verbal difference is found solely in the addition of the words “at the time of the action or response” at the end of the ESIGN definition.
145 Id. §7001(h).
IV. BLOCKCHAIN BLOCKS AS A SMART CONTRACT, ELECTRONIC RECORD, OR ELECTRONIC SIGNATURE

As discussed above, a blockchain consists of blocks of transaction entries that are cryptographically secured, linked to other blocks through hashes, and then stored in a ledger that is disseminated to multiple computers. The transactions stored in a block may, among many other things, represent computer code programmed to negotiate and enter into agreements, computer code programmed to perform or enforce the obligations the parties under existing agreements (whether formed using electronic agents or not), communications and certifications incident to ongoing commercial relationships, or electronic signatures associated with a transaction. Some blockchain platforms are public (permissionless) blockchains, i.e., anyone with the right software may read and write in them without permission. Others are private (permissioned) blockchains, i.e., they limit participation to specified individuals or companies. Some blockchain platforms, either permissioned or permissionless, are managed by a central entity while in others there is no central authority.

Therefore, smart contracts may operate as an electronic agent, having the effect of forming a legally enforceable contract. The smart contract also may represent code designed to operate as performance of all or part of a contract otherwise formed. Other data may represent links to or entries reflecting required documents, information, or communications between the parties. Blockchain transactions also may constitute, or evidence, electronic signatures. And virtually all transactions stored on a blockchain, and retrievable in perceivable form, constitute an electronic record.

A. RECORDS AND SIGNATURES

The data used to form a smart contract in a blockchain constitutes a “record” as the term is defined in both UETA and ESIGN. UETA defines a “record” as “information that is inscribed on a tangible medium or that is stored in an electronic or other medium and is retrievable in perceivable form.” ESIGN uses identical language. An “electronic record” is “a record created, generated, sent, communicated, received, or stored by electronic means.” ESIGN defines an “electronic record” in nearly identical language, i.e., “the term ‘electronic record’ means a contract or other record created, generated, sent, communicated, received, or stored by electronic means.” Therefore, so long as it is retrievable in perceivable form, the record of a transaction stored in a blockchain is a “record” and an “electronic record” under both UETA and ESIGN.

UETA and ESIGN also provide a consistent definition of “electronic signature” that encompasses the use of a blockchain. As defined in UETA, an “electronic signature” is “an electronic sound, symbol, or process attached to or logically associated with a record and executed or adopted by a person with the intent to sign the record.” The ESIGN definition is virtually identical:
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(T)he term “electronic signature” means an electronic sound, symbol, or process, attached to or logically associated with a contract or other record and executed or adopted by a person with the intent to sign the record. ¹⁵⁵

A blockchain entry either may constitute a signature itself as the record of a “process” logically associated with a record or it may contain evidence that such a process was completed in another environment, or it may contain a sound or symbol that constitutes a signature and is merely recorded on a blockchain. In any of these instances, so long as the purported signer had the requisite intent, and the signature is either attached to or logically associated with the signed record, then the signature is an electronic signature.

B. BLOCKCHAIN AS A SECURITY PROCEDURE

While ESIGN is silent on the subject, UETA contains provisions recognizing the impact of security procedures operating on electronic records or signatures. UETA defines a “security procedure” as a:

[P]rocedure employed for the purpose of verifying that an electronic signature, record, or performance is that of a specific person or for detecting changes or errors in the information in an electronic record. The term includes a procedure that requires the use of algorithms or other codes, identifying words or numbers, encryption, or callback or other acknowledgment procedures. ¹⁵⁶

As noted above, a blockchain involves blocks of cryptographically secured entries, linked together, and stored in a distributed ledger. The encryption, the hashing, and the disseminated nature of the ledger render the transaction records immutable. ¹⁵⁷ UETA does not accord security procedures “operative effect, through presumptions or otherwise... [T]he use of security procedures is simply one method for proving the source or content of an electronic record or signature.” ¹⁵⁸

The Act goes on to provide, in Section 9, that:

An electronic record or electronic signature is attributable to a person if it was the act of the person. The act of the person may be shown in any manner, including a showing of the efficacy of any security procedure applied to determine the person to which the electronic record or electronic signature was attributable. ¹⁵⁹

It further provides, in Section 10, that:

If a change or error in an electronic record occurs in a transmission between parties to a transaction, the following rules apply:

(1) If the parties have agreed to use a security procedure to detect changes or errors and one party has conformed to the procedure, but the other party has not, and the nonconforming
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party would have detected the change or error had that party also conformed, the conforming party may avoid the effect of the changed or erroneous electronic record ... .

(3) If ... paragraph (1) [does not apply], the change or error has the effect provided by other law, including the law of mistake, and the parties' contract, if any.160

Thus, under UETA, the fact that the entries are stored on a blockchain is given special weight in two circumstances: first, where the technology provides evidence of the signer’s identity, and second, where the technology is designed to detect a particular type of change or error, and one of the parties fails to use the technology as agreed and the error goes undetected as a result.

V. DETERMINING THE LAW APPLICABLE TO A SMART CONTRACT OR TRANSACTIONS RECORDED IN A BLOCKCHAIN

This chapter demonstrates that transaction records stored on a blockchain constitute an “electronic record” under either state-enacted versions of UETA or the federal ESIGN statute and that, if used with the intent to sign, can constitute an “electronic signature” under the same statutes. Our more extended discussion further demonstrates that under these statutes, records of transactions stored on a blockchain or another electronic format may constitute an enforceable contract. Under both statutory regimes, the use of an automated agent does not raise new questions about the enforceability of such contracts. It is important to note that the conclusion that either or both UETA or ESIGN are applicable to the creation of a smart legal contract or the use of a blockchain as part of a transaction does not complete the analysis of governing law. Both ESIGN and UETA are designed to ensure that electronically-based transactions are on a par with paper-based transactions, no better and no worse in the eyes of the law. UETA generally does not change the substantive provisions of laws within its scope, but it does provide that electronic records and electronic signatures are to be treated on par with those on paper media. As the Prefatory Note to UETA explains:

With the advent of electronic means of communication and information transfer, business models and methods for doing business have evolved to take advantage of the speed, efficiencies, and cost benefits of electronic technologies. . . .

It is important to understand that the purpose of the UETA is to remove barriers to electronic commerce by validating and effectuating electronic records and signatures. It is NOT a general contracting statute—the substantive rules of contracts remain unaffected by UETA. . . .

The Act’s treatment of records and signatures demonstrates best the minimalist approach that has been adopted. Whether a record is attributed to a person is left to law outside this Act. Whether an electronic signature has any effect is left to the surrounding circumstances and other law. These provisions are salutary directives to assure that records and signatures will be treated in the same manner, under currently existing law, as written records and manual signatures.161

160 UETA, supra note 109 at § 10.
161 UETA, supra note 109 at Prefatory Note.
 BOTH ESIGN AND UETA ARE DESIGNED TO ENSURE THAT ELECTRONICALLY-BASED TRANSACTIONS ARE ON A PAR WITH PAPER-BASED TRANSACTIONS, NO BETTER AND NO WORSE IN THE EYES OF THE LAW.

ESIGN takes the same approach, specifying that the use of electronic media does not affect or interfere with the enforceability of electronic transactions without displacing otherwise applicable law.162

If the parties’ conduct is within the scope of a state’s version of the Uniform Commercial Code, that law will determine whether a contract exists and the scope and nature of the obligations arising from that contract.163 For other contracts, the Restatement (Second) of Contracts generally provides guidance to state courts to determine whether a contract exists and the scope and nature of the obligations arising from that contract.164 Various and sundry federal or state laws may govern specific types of contracts, such as those with consumers,165 or specific types of transactions, such as transfers of securities or real estate.166 The use of a smart contract or blockchain may have an impact on the evidence needed or available to establish whether an agreement was reached and its obligations fulfilled.

163 See supra note 117.
164 See supra text accompanying notes 128-132.
165 For example, the Truth-in-Lending Act, 15 U.S.C. 1601, et seq., imposes liability on consumer lenders which fail to provide various disclosures and protections in consumer credit transactions.
166 See, e.g., Traynum v. Scavens, 416 S.C. 197 (S.Car. 2016), in which the court ruled that an offer of underinsured motorist coverage on an insurer’s website satisfied legal requirements.
VI. CONCLUSION

Blockchain platforms may constitute or store electronic records, electronic signatures, and computer code designed to function as electronic agents, and thus may be used to evidence, or give effect to, electronic or smart legal contracts. The UETA and the federal ESIGN Act provide the legal framework for smart contracts and blockchain use. Both laws were designed and intended by their drafters to assure that the use of electronic media would not affect the enforceability of commercial transactions. Neither legislative regime was intended to alter the laws governing commercial transactions, beyond assuring that the use of electronic media and technologies was not interpreted as impairing or altering those existing legal regimes. This was accomplished by recognizing that electronic records are records, electronic signatures are signatures, and that contracts may be formed and performed using electronic technologies, with or without human intervention.
CHAPTER 3: U.C.C. AND STATE LAW ISSUES IN SMART CONTRACTS

Jenny Cieplak

Depending on the substance of a smart legal contract, many different state laws may govern how contract rights are enforced. For instance, laws related to the sale of insurance in the case of insurance contracts, laws related to consumer finance and protection in the case of business-to-consumer contracts, and laws governing data privacy in the case of almost every transaction where the identity of the parties is known, and the transaction is not completely anonymous. Of course, a single chapter in a white paper cannot cover the entire spectrum of state laws or fact patterns in which they may apply, and this chapter does not aim to do that. Instead, this chapter considers a threshold issue regarding state law and the Uniform Commercial Code (“U.C.C.”)—namely, how both blockchain-based and tokenized assets should be characterized for purposes of Article 9 of the U.C.C.

Chapter 3 first considers whether blockchains and smart contracts may be used to represent security interests. This section analyzes the different Article 9 categories for assets that may apply to blockchain-based assets. It also provides an overview of perfection of security interests in various asset types and how those rules may apply to a blockchain and tokenized assets (assets that live outside the blockchain). Second, this chapter considers enforcement issues for smart contracts. This section addresses the issues of location of the assets, whether enforcement is possible on a blockchain, and the possible effect of location of a centralized authority or intermediary who holds blockchain-based assets. As set forth below, in the absence of further guidance as the blockchain-based economy grows, the safest course for a party to a smart contract is to ensure those assets are either deposited into the smart contract itself, or with a third-party provider who is willing to provide assistance with enforcement.

VII. CAN A BLOCKCHAIN BE USED TO REPRESENT SECURITY INTERESTS?

For many U.C.C. practitioners, the concept of security interests is of primary importance. If a party desires to obtain financing through a loan or through the issuance of debt securities, the provider of financing will wish to have a security interest in some or all of the debtor’s assets. In the case of both blockchain-based assets (i.e., those assets that exist solely on a blockchain, such as bitcoin and other
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167 Jenny Cieplak is a FinTech attorney and the head of Crowell & Moring, LLP’s distributed ledger initiative. Ms. Cieplak is known as a thought-leader on blockchain and distributed ledger technology in the financial space, and has counseled clients in connection with the development and implementation of blockchain solutions.

168 An asset that consists solely of a token on a blockchain. See definition of “blockchain-based asset” in the Lexicon.

169 An asset that consists of intangible or tangible property apart from a blockchain, such as real or chattel property or a legal interest in some asset, but which is represented by a token on a blockchain. See definition of “tokenized asset” in the Lexicon.
virtual currencies) and tokenized assets (i.e., assets that have a separate existence, such as real property or fine art whose ownership is tracked on a blockchain), the financing provider will want to be familiar with how the principles of Article 9 of the U.C.C. apply to the assets. The utility of the assets will increase if owners are able to use them as collateral in financing transactions.

As a brief reminder of Article 9 principles, in order to obtain a security interest in an asset, the debtor must have rights in the collateral, a financing provider must have given value to the debtor, and the security interest must be set forth in an agreement containing a description of the collateral that is authenticated by the debtor. This agreement can be in written or electronic form, and it can be authenticated through electronic means—theoretically, including through public key/private key signature. Thus, a party should be able to obtain and document a security interest via a smart contract, as theoretically the smart contract would identify the blockchain-based asset or tokenized asset that constitutes the collateral, and it would be authenticated by the debtor through its private key signature.\(^{170}\)

There is, however, another step that financing providers typically take that gives them additional protection in the collateral—that of perfecting their security interest. A perfected security interest allows the financing provider to have priority over the relevant collateral in the event the debtor does not have sufficient assets to pay all of its debts. Conversely, an unperfected security interest may be subordinated to other creditors of the debtor. Perfection can be obtained in a number of ways—by filing with the relevant Secretary of State’s office, by the secured party’s entering into a control agreement with a third party that maintains custody of the collateral, or by the secured party’s taking possession of the collateral. The best way to perfect a security interest is determined by the Article 9 “category” into which an asset falls. Therefore, it is first necessary to categorize blockchain-based assets and tokenized assets for U.C.C. Article 9 purposes.

Perfection is generally governed by the law of the state in which the debtor is located.\(^{171}\) However, the location of an asset is sometimes relevant as well. U.C.C. Section 9-301 provides that the law of the state in which the asset is located can govern perfection by possession, and also governs the effect of perfection or nonperfection and the priority of a nonpossessory security interest (such as perfection through control). Given that all states have implemented the security interest provisions of the U.C.C. with only some subtle differences, this section will ignore differences between the states. The following section considers how parties can determine which state’s law governs for the cases where it is relevant.

A. CATEGORIZING BLOCKCHAIN-BASED ASSETS FOR ARTICLE 9 PURPOSES

The same asset can be categorized differently for different purposes. For example, some government agencies are treating virtual currencies as money, such as the Financial Crimes Enforcement Network (“FinCEN”). Others, such as the Internal Revenue Service (“IRS”)/Commodity Futures Trading Commission (“CFTC”), are treating virtual currencies as property or as a commodity. No government agency has made an announcement regarding the treatment of virtual currencies or other blockchain-
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\(^{171}\) U.C.C. § 9-301 (2010).
based assets for U.C.C. Article 9 purposes. An examination of the relevant categories is therefore necessary. Most categories can be eliminated immediately as they relate to physical assets. Several categories deserve a closer look, including investment property and general intangibles.

1. **BLOCKCHAIN-BASED ASSETS ARE NOT: MONEY, DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS AND COMMODITY ACCOUNTS**

   The Article 9 category of “money” is defined as “a medium of exchange currently authorized or adopted by a domestic or foreign government.” Although FinCEN has stated that virtual currencies are to be treated as “currencies” for anti-money laundering laws, this does not constitute adoption of virtual currencies as a medium of exchange. If some government were to adopt a virtual currency as its “currency,” or more likely to issue its own virtual currency, then the analysis would differ. Although the U.C.C. definition of “money” has traditionally only been applied to physical currency, the statute does not seem to exclude digital manifestations of money held directly by the owner.

   Currency held in an account with a depository institution is treated differently, which may be because such currency cannot really be said to be “held” by the beneficiary at all—instead, it represents a claim on the depository institution in which the account is held. The U.C.C. term “deposit account” applies here, and it is defined generally as “a demand, time, savings, passbook or similar account maintained with a bank.”

   While at first it might seem possible to shoehorn a virtual currency wallet maintained with a wallet provider into this definition, the U.C.C. also includes a specific definition of “bank” that eliminates entities not engaged in the business of banking. Since most wallet providers would hardly wish to hold themselves out as engaged in banking, it is unlikely that this category would apply. In addition, the definition of “deposit account” is generally considered to relate only to accounts for “money,” and accounts holding “investment property” are specifically excluded from the definition.¹⁷²

   Since the CFTC has stated that virtual currencies are commodities, one would think it possible that a blockchain-based asset could fall into the “commodity contract” or “commodity account” categories—however, these categories are limited to futures and derivatives accounts, and not to situations where one entity simply holds commodities for the account of another.

2. **INVESTMENT PROPERTY: A POSSIBILITY**

   The category of “investment property” holds some promise for blockchain-based assets. This category includes securities and commodity contracts, as well as the more amorphous term “security entitlements.”
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Interestingly, although the Securities and Exchange Commission (“SEC”) has stated that some blockchain-based assets constitute “securities,” it is unclear whether interests in a decentralized autonomous organization (“DAO”) can be considered “securities” for U.C.C. purposes. As defined in the U.C.C., a “security” is “an obligation of an issuer or a share, participation, or other interest in an issuer or in property or an enterprise of an issuer.” It is not clear whether a token such as the DAO token would be considered a security for this purpose, since the DAO did not actually have an “issuer,” and in many cases blockchain-based assets do not represent an obligation of an issuer but rather permit the holder to access some functionality on the blockchain with respect to which they are issued.

However, just because an asset does not constitute a “security” for U.C.C. purposes does not mean it cannot be treated similarly to a security. “Security entitlements” are treated in the same manner as securities for Article 9 purposes.

A “security entitlement” is defined as “the rights of an entitlement holder with respect to a financial asset.” The definition of “financial asset” is quite broad and can encompass “any property that is held by a securities intermediary for another person in a securities account if the securities intermediary has expressly agreed with the other person that the property is to be treated as a financial asset under” Article 8 of the U.C.C. This definition is somewhat circular and becomes more circular still when one considers that the definition of “securities intermediary” is “a person, including a bank or broker, that in the ordinary course of its business maintains securities accounts for others and is acting in that capacity,” and that a “securities account” is basically “an account to which a financial asset is or may be credited.”

The conclusion to be drawn from all of this is that, if a blockchain-based asset is held by a third-party wallet provider, then, if that wallet provider so agrees, the asset can be treated as a financial asset, and thus as a security entitlement, and thus as investment property.

### 3. GENERAL INTANGIBLES: THE CATCHALL CATEGORY

If an asset is not covered by any of the other U.C.C. categories, it will most likely be considered a general intangible. The definition of “general intangible” is in fact a reference to what a general intangible is not—that is, if an asset constitutes personal property (i.e., any property that is not real property), and it does not fall into any of the other named categories, then it is a general intangible. Domain names, software, and patents are typical general intangibles, as are contract rights.
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However, blockchain-based assets differ in important ways from most other types of general intangibles. Unlike domain names, software, patents, and contract rights, blockchain-based assets (at least assets maintained on a UXTO-type blockchain) are designed to be fungible. This distinction has an important impact on how security interests in blockchain-based assets will be treated if such assets are considered general intangibles versus another type of property.

B. PERFECTION OF SECURITY INTERESTS IN VARIOUS ASSET TYPES

1. PERFECTING SECURITY INTERESTS IN MONEY

A security interest in “money” may only be perfected by the secured party’s taking possession of the money. However, the U.C.C. lacks a definition of “possession”—the term originally included only tangible items (including physical cash as well as other negotiable documents). Most intangible items (such as general intangibles, uncertificated securities, and deposit accounts) cannot be perfected by possession at all because there is no evidentiary way to determine who has “possession” of those items without referring to another method of perfecting a security interests, such as filing with the appropriate Secretary of State or establishing a control relationship with an intermediary.

For blockchain-based assets, there is a way to determine who has possession—by determining who has possession of the private key used to store those assets. Thus, if blockchain-based assets such as virtual currencies are ever considered “money” for purposes of the U.C.C., it would be possible to perfect a security interest in such assets through possession. However, granting a secured party possession of blockchain-based assets, like granting a secured party possession of money, is not very practical if the debtor is concerned that the secured party may abscond with the assets. Requiring two-key authentication for transactions in blockchain-based assets that are subject to a security interest may be a possibility that satisfies this concern, although it is not clear whether this would constitute “possession” for U.C.C. purposes.

Allowing the secured party to perfect its interest by possession is also impractical if the debtor wants to retain use of those assets during the term of the security interest. While perfection by possession is sometimes used for items such as certificated securities that are not freely marketable, one of the values of blockchain-based assets lies in their liquidity. A holder of bitcoin, for example, might want to trade in virtual currency markets instead of holding those bitcoin long-term, while at the same time using his or her virtual currency holdings as collateral for a loan. Luckily for that holder, there is another way for a secured party to perfect its interest in blockchain-based assets, as long as those assets are held through an intermediary that is willing to cooperate.

178 While many in the cryptocurrency world take the view that bitcoin and other UXTO-based virtual currencies are not truly fungible because transactions can be traced, and because buyers are sometimes willing to overpay for coins from newly-minted blocks, a bitcoin itself cannot truly be traced. In fact, individual bitcoin should be thought of as more abstractions than real coins. This is because the Bitcoin blockchain, and others like it, are really a ledger of transactions and not a ledger of coin ownership. An example is perhaps the best explanation here: The ledger shows the number of bitcoin in each wallet, and transactions between wallets can be traced. So, if Alice sends 10 bitcoin to Bob, and Carol also sends 10 bitcoin to Bob, Bob is shown as having 20 bitcoin in his wallet. If Bob then sends 10 bitcoin to Dana, it is impossible to tell whether Bob sent her the 10 bitcoin from Alice, the 10 bitcoin from Carol, or a combination thereof.

2. PERFECTING SECURITY INTERESTS IN DEPOSIT ACCOUNTS AND FINANCIAL ASSETS

Deposit accounts and financial assets are treated quite similarly under the U.C.C., as they have much in common. In particular, deposit accounts and financial assets are held not by physical possession but through an intermediary. Thus, the U.C.C. provides for a type of perfection in security interests known as “control.” Unlike “possession,” the means for a party to obtain “control” are clearly set out in the statute. All that is needed is for the depository institution (with respect to deposit accounts) or intermediary (with respect to financial assets) to agree in writing with the debtor and the secured party as to the existence of the security interest.

The debtor may or may not retain the authority to direct the disposition of the assets in the account until such time as the secured party forecloses on the assets. Of course, in order for a lender to be comfortable allowing a borrower to have freedom to move assets to and from accounts, that lender will want to retain other controls and visibility into the borrower’s operations. For blockchain-based assets today, especially for use in smart contracts where the parties may not have an ongoing relationship, it is unlikely that the secured party will want the grantor of the security interest to retain this type of control — but as blockchain-based assets become more widely accepted in the business community, borrowers may want to take advantage of this freedom.

Another useful aspect of using the “control” method of perfecting a security interest in a blockchain-based asset is that the law that governs whether “control” has in fact been obtained is the law of the depositary institution or securities intermediary’s jurisdiction. This allows parties to sidestep the issue of where the asset is located, which typically dictates the law governing perfection by possession.

3. PERFECTING SECURITY INTERESTS IN GENERAL INTANGIBLES

If a blockchain-based asset is treated as a general intangible, the only way to perfect a security interest in that asset is by filing with the Secretary of State’s office. The relevant filing office is determined by the location of the debtor (for U.S. legal entities that is the jurisdiction in which the entity was formed). But the filing regime may not be practical for blockchain-based assets. First, such assets are designed to be extremely liquid compared to intangibles such as patents and rights in tax refunds, both of which are considered general intangibles. While perhaps a filing could be made with respect to “all bitcoin owned by ABC, Inc.,” this does not help the parties to a pseudonymous smart contract. A filing for “all bitcoin associated with public key X” is also impractical as the amount of bitcoin associated with that public key could change rapidly, and the user could move assets from one address to another.
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In addition to the practical limitations, there is a legal concern with classifying extremely liquid assets such as virtual currencies as general intangibles. When a secured party has perfected a security interest in a general intangible, and then that general intangible is sold to a subsequent buyer, the subsequent buyer takes the general intangible subject to the lien unless it has been specifically released. In other words, a buyer of general intangibles must be sure to do a search of liens filed in the relevant Secretary of State’s offices in order to be sure that the general intangibles it is purchasing are not subject to any liens.

This “buyer-beware” system may work for general intangibles like contract rights that are not freely traded, since a buyer should be able to trace the ownership history of the right and determine the appropriate Secretary of State’s office in which to run searches. But for assets such as bitcoin which pass through thousands of owners, not only is such a search impracticable, it may be impossible. Since a UXTO-based blockchain tracks transactions and account balances as opposed to actual coins, if blockchain-based assets are treated as general intangibles, it may be impossible to tell whether a blockchain-based asset was ever subject to a security interest.

C. SECURITY INTERESTS IN TOKENIZED ASSETS

One use case that companies are considering is using blockchains to record ownership of assets that exist outside the blockchain—that is, tokenized assets. For example, Everledger has created a system for tracking diamonds using the technology. Theoretically, a sale of a diamond tracked using Everledger’s technology would be accomplished through a transfer of title on the blockchain-based record, which would represent a transfer in the “real world.” Such a transfer would certainly be admissible evidence of the transfer in any court.

Imposing a security interest through a smart contract on a blockchain such as Everledger’s is a different story. Diamonds, like the vast majority of movable physical property, constitute “goods” for purposes of the U.C.C. And the only way that a security interest in goods can be perfected is through making a filing with the appropriate Secretary of State’s office. Notating a security interest through a smart contract on a distributed ledger, while it will be accepted as evidence of the security interest, will not constitute perfection. And a party with an unperfected security interest, regardless of the fact that such party may receive temporary ownership through the automatic execution of the smart contract, is subject to having its title revoked by a court in the event another party has a perfected security interest.

Of course, this is not to say that parties seeking to obtain a security interest in a tokenized asset should disregard the token system entirely. Any practical attorney will encourage clients to run a search on the relevant ledger to ensure that no party has a competing claim to the asset, and to obtain a security interest in any token representing ownership or otherwise indicate the security interest on the ledger. But such a process makes financing more cumbersome, not less.
There is, however, a way to combine the filing of a U.C.C. security interest with the filing of a smart contract on a blockchain system without requiring any change in the law. While some states specify a paper process and others permit online filing using legacy systems, there is nothing in the U.C.C. that requires any specific medium for indication of security interests. Thus, it is possible for a state to utilize a blockchain-based system—even to utilize a blockchain-based system operated by a third party as long as the state filing office has its operations on that system. While U.C.C. § 9-501 seems to specify that security interest filings must be made with an office of the state, there is nothing preventing a state from operating a node on a blockchain and designating that blockchain as the means through which statements must be filed. A blockchain with a user-friendly interface would be just as accessible as the online filing systems used by many states currently. And such a system could be interoperable with other blockchain systems, allowing parties greater freedom in the systems they want to use.

VIII. ENFORCEMENT ISSUES: WHERE IS A BLOCKCHAIN-BASED ASSET LOCATED?

As discussed above, in some cases the location of an asset determines which state’s law governs perfection of a security interest, or the effect of perfection. In addition, a holder of a security interest may wish to foreclose on that interest and may need access to the courts in order to do so. In both secured loan transactions and other types of smart legal contracts, there are scenarios imaginable where a smart contract does not properly execute and the parties have a dispute that requires access to the courts. Errors in code could prevent a transfer or could cause the incorrect amount of virtual currency to be transferred. Unless the smart contract requires a 100% deposit upfront, the holder of virtual currency could drain their account prior to the payment date. A third party could have a conflicting claim on the virtual currency, whether through a smart legal contract or otherwise. Or there could be a dispute as to whether payment is actually owed, especially for more complex types of smart legal contracts such as contracts for services. The appropriate court to exercise a judgment on an asset is typically the court in which the asset is located.
A. LOCATION OF INTANGIBLE ASSETS GENERALLY

A threshold question is whether a court can reach a blockchain-based asset to satisfy a judgment, and which is the appropriate court to do so. Whether a blockchain-based asset constitutes a property right that can be used by a court to satisfy a judgment is a question of state law, and the initial question must be one of where a blockchain-based asset is located in order to determine which state’s law to apply — or, indeed, if a blockchain-based asset is located anywhere.186

Although intangible assets cannot be said to have a physical location, many courts take the view that intangible assets are located in, or at least are subject to the laws of, the jurisdiction in which the central register of such asset is maintained.187 The prototypical example of such intangible property in cyberspace is the domain name, which is an intangible asset that could be said to be “located” anywhere a computer can access it. However, the allocation of domain names is controlled by a registrar such as Network Solutions Inc. (“NSI”), which is based in Virginia, and it is generally the consensus that a domain name is technically “located” in the jurisdiction where the registrar is located. In Network Solutions Inc. v. Umbro, the Virginia Supreme Court acknowledged that domain names registered with NSI were intangible property located in Virginia—although that court also found that because of the specifics of Virginia’s garnishment statute, Umbro was unable to garnish the domain names at issue. The U.S. Anticybersquatting Consumer Protection Act similarly provides that a domain name is “located” at the location of its registrar.188

B. LOCATION OF ASSETS ON A DISTRIBUTED NETWORK SUCH AS A BLOCKCHAIN

The traditional logic set forth above to determine the location of intangible assets is not necessarily the best fit for blockchain. One of the central tenets of bitcoin and other public blockchain virtual currencies is that there is no single entity or group that controls ownership or registration of blockchain-based assets. Public blockchains exist nowhere but on the computers of all those who have downloaded the public blockchain, and transactions are propagated throughout a public blockchain network without regard to any network hierarchy. Blockchain-based assets on a public blockchain are less analogous to domain names, and more analogous to trade secrets or unregistered copyrights, which similarly have no central repository or registration authority. Even though intellectual property such as patents can be registered with the U.S. government, the Supreme Court going back to 1881 stated that patents and copyrights cannot exist in any particular state, or in fact anywhere. Thus, the Court held that there could be no execution of judgment against a patent because the patent is not within any court’s jurisdiction.189

186 Part 2, Section B, infra, will address the issue of “tokenized” assets – that is, assets that have an existence apart from the blockchain but that are tracked through blockchain tokens or applications, such as fine art.
C. IS ENFORCEMENT POSSIBLE ON THE BLOCKCHAIN?

An additional practical consideration comes into play when considering assets located on Bitcoin and similar public blockchains. The only way to transfer assets on the Bitcoin blockchain from a specific wallet is to utilize the private key associated with that wallet. This means that even a party with a perfected security interest in bitcoin or another blockchain-based asset, which typically under the Uniform Commercial Code can be foreclosed on through “self-help” without resorting to a judicial remedy, cannot foreclose on the asset unless the applicable smart contract code makes the transfer possible.

Even the U.S. government has had difficulties obtaining bitcoin in forfeiture cases—unless it has access to the hardware on which the wallet and the applicable private key is stored. In *U.S. vs 50.44 Bitcoin*, the court did not have to reach a conclusion regarding the location of the bitcoin at issue, or even whether any court could force a transfer of the bitcoin through technological means, because the holder of the bitcoin appears to have voluntarily transferred them to the government. Although for such a forfeiture case, the complaint is supposed to state the basis for in rem jurisdiction over the property subject to forfeiture, the verified complaint for the case does not refer to jurisdictional issues at all other than to say that the personal computer on which the relevant bitcoin wallet was stored was located in Maryland. And since the case was decided on a default judgment, it appears that jurisdictional issues were not raised.

The FBI also managed to seize a large sum of cryptocurrency from Ross Ulbricht, the creator of the Silk Road, an online marketplace for drugs and other illegal activities. However, the FBI again accomplished this seizure through physical means—by seizing his laptop along with servers used to run the Silk Road itself. And in a more recent case, law enforcement agents seized cryptocurrency assets held by Alexandre Cazes, the creator of a successor criminal enterprise site known as Alpha Bay, when it seized his unencrypted computer which listed the wallet addresses and private keys corresponding to those assets.

However, there are other ways parties can gain certainty over whether a court can enforce a judgment over a blockchain-based asset. Participating in a private blockchain with a centralized authority, or utilizing a third-party intermediary to hold blockchain-based assets, may give parties to smart legal contracts more reliability—although at the expense of the decentralization that many blockchain proponents desire.
D. BLOCKCHAIN-BASED ASSETS HELD THROUGH AN INTERMEDIARY, OR WHERE THERE IS A CENTRAL AUTHORITY

Blockchain-based assets on a network with a centralized authority, or held through a known wallet provider, will provide more avenues for access. By analogizing to the domain names example, one could say that in the case of blockchain-based assets held through a known wallet provider, those assets are held in the jurisdiction where the wallet provider is located. This is a question of where the wallet provider is located, not where its servers are located, again referring to the example of NSI. Although NSI has servers and backup sites in many locations, the “location” of domain names registered by it is deemed to be the location of its principal place of business. Assets held through a centrally-managed blockchain, or even a blockchain that has only one entity that validates transactions, could be treated similarly.

In a real-world example, the U.S. government has seized assets held through Coinbase, a well-known provider of bitcoin wallet services. However, it appears that Coinbase has not contested these forfeiture actions, and so there is little case law on the issue of whether assets held through Coinbase or another wallet hosting provider can be seized through action in a jurisdiction where the wallet provider itself is not located.

IX. CONCLUSION: A PATH FORWARD

The safest method for a party to a smart legal contract receives the blockchain-based assets to which it is entitled is to ensure that those assets are either deposited into the smart contract itself, or with a third-party provider that is willing to provide assistance with enforcement. As the blockchain-based economy grows, however, more guidance may be needed around how smart contracts can be practically enforced, especially where security interests are at issue. For example, rather than leaving blockchain-based assets in the catchall category of general intangibles, it may be preferable for the drafters of the U.C.C. to contemplate an entirely new category of asset, which would be treated similar to “money,” but which would allow the use of dual signatures to represent “possession” in new ways. Alternatively, it could be clarified that the operator of a blockchain network can be treated as a “securities intermediary” so that assets on the network can be characterized as “financial assets.” As more and more jurisdictions are exploring the use of blockchain technology it can be expected that additional issues will arise where old paradigms must be replaced with new thinking.
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